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OIGINAL COMMUi NICATI ONS.

A] RT. X f.-C«ss in Surgery By n I m NcJ.sm;, M. D., liste Editor of
"ir/sn's Amric:an Lant:ct,"' and Ihrmer Prsofessor of Susrgery in tihe

Uni iversi ty of* Vermonutl &c.

.. (Casj / I n cut termit7ig fatally on Ith secoud d«y f/r U ?nascer-

Jhno Corrign of 1lttsburgi, an active boy, tei years of ige, on tie 12th
Js.bruary, 1857, while jonping in the dcep snow, in a garden, during sishool
recess, fell astride the stimiap ocf a Silli apple tre about tie size of the tiumilb and
buried in tise siow ; hes at onsce felt a shilarp momlsenltary sting vhicli led bism to
sluppos il had peetrated tie anus. Jfurryinsg home, £ was soon called to see
im, ad after a carendi visual and digital examination, could detect iauglit save

a very smiasll fissure, more properly speaikinsg a scratch, on the lefit side of tise
ansai opeing, froi whicih a siall <quantity of blood had escaped. The finger,
well oled, was now introduced inito the rectui, but, nothing abnormal
could be detecd, sand little pains was corsplaired of froi this examribnation ; thse
bladder was emïlptied in imsy presence, tie urine being of an leailthy aspect.
Takinsg iito consideration the absence of unsfavorable syuptoms, and lte good
appearance f tie little fellow, the frierds and bystariders came to the conclusion
Liat lie was more " seared tisan hiurt,'" san opinion in whiel, 1 mssust confess, I
was somsewiat disposed to acquiesce. H[e vas ordered to bed, cold applications te
be kept te the anal and perical regions, and eight grains of the Compound
Ipecaenanla Powder given.

6 O'clock, P. 1M. 'The boy has slept tlsrec hours ; complains of neither pain,
sorcncss nor beat; tiere is no tumefE-actior; one evacuation, tie fleces being
slightly streaked with dark blood; pulse soft and regular; tongue moist; tesm-
perature of surface at the natural standard; to continue the cold applications.

Feb. 13th, 9 A. M. las passed a good niglit, having slept quietly, and up
to breakfast with the fanily ; condition saine as yesterday; ordered to rensair in
bed, and a dessert spoonful of castor oil to be given at noon. I saw the patient

again in the evening and found him improving in every respect; the bowels had
7
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acted twice with case and frecdou fromi pain; no blood in the evacuations;
urine voided naturally as to timie and quantity ; no prescription.

Feb. 14, .5 A. M. I was hastily called up as the boy was said to bc dying, a
fact wlich provec truc, as lie was dcad before I reached the bouse. The parents
intormned me that lie had gone to bed the evening previous, to all appearances,
feeling quite well, and had slept in the sane bed with a younger brother. On
waking at five o'clock the father found his child expiring. IlIre was, certainly,
a very unlooked fer termiination of the case, and I was then, as I an now,
entirely ignorant of the inumnediate cause of death. The parents would not allow
of an examuination, and therefore I ami left to conjectures.

Ecarks.-The case -was too sudden to be onte of Pcritonitis,and it could not
have existed as noue of the evident symptoins of this affection were present:-no
tenderness of abdoiiicii, no sense of heat or buring: no hardness, tension or
elasticity of the abdominal parietes: no tuiefaction, and, after death, no tymu-
panîtis ; no nausea nor vomniting; no constipation, nor suppressed secretion of
urine. It would be useless to dilate further on this conjecture.

There could have been no wound or rupture of the pelvic vessels as there lad
been no external henmorrbage ; aid presumaing upon the possiblitq of a diffused
or 1Idse aneurisim, the fiiling up of tbe sac and consequenit distension of the
pelvic cellular tissue would have caused a feeling of weight and uneasiness in the
part, and would have mcchanically obstructed the action of the rectum as also
that of the bladdcr, which was not the case; again, there would have been a
graduai, if not sudden, failing of the powers of the circulation with its accom-
paninients, such as debility, pallor, langor, delirium, &c., proportionate to the
anount of bliood drawni fron the circulation and poured into the sac. Sucb,
however, was not the case, as the action of the hcart was extraordinarily natural,
considering the age of the patient and the general excitement surrounding bim.
Thus the second conjecture is cqually as untenable as the first.

Lastly, could death have resulted fron ervous shock ? but here again how
could this be ? There had not been the slightest approach to depression of the
vital powers, no rapid, indistinct, fluttering pulse; respiration was natural, and

no coldness of the surface nor shrinking of the features ; in one word, none of
the many symiptons which are linked to fori the chain of evidence of nervous
shock were present. What then could have been the causc of death ? I leave
the question to be determined by the readers of the British Anmcrican Journal,
while I pass on to

Ctýse No. 2.-Impalement upon apitcht-fork handIle; sevcre laccration; inflam-
mation ; cure.

On the 7th September, 1857, I was requested to meet my friend Dr. Yulton,
of Beekmantown, in consultation on a man named Patrick Ryan. The person
was a stout, able-bodied farmer, who on the day previons, after completing the

loading of a waggon with hay, threw the fork against the load, and sliding

down met the handle half way, which passed up the rectum a distance of some
five inches, when pitching forwards, he managed to pull out the handle, and

made his way to the house, suffering great pain and bleeding profusely. Dr.
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ÏnRton was immiediately sent for, but did not sec the patient for somwe four
hours after the accident; there was great pain and tenderness in the abdomen,
and all he indications of incipient, high inflamnation, indicated to the doctor,
the plan of treatiment to be pirsucd ; he a; once bled himî frcely, ordered cold
applications to the parts, and prescribed imall doses of potassio-antimnonii tar-
tras. There being no amendment in the general condition of the patient the
ollowing day, the doctor kindly requested my assistance. An examination detected

extensive laccration of tle anus -and rectum, which casily admitted three fin-
gers ; the mucous mirembrane was tern in shreds and ruffiled up ; great heat and
tenderness of the parts ; slight oozing of sanins fluid ; constant desire, though
inability, of voiding the urine. With mucli diffilulty a catheter was introduced,
and a inrge quantity of highly coloured and offensive urine drawn off; he vas
ordered to be bled a t)n; to ic nauscant was added soie laxative iedicine, and
the cold applications to be contiiued. After a frec evacuation of the bowels,
to have a large dose of the comîpound ipecaeuanha powder, and if the abdominal
paîin conîtinued or inîcrcased, to apply a large blister to the whole surface of the
abdomen, This plan of treatient was fiithfully followed by the doctor, with
rsuch slight alterations as to icet the vai'us indications, witl the most happy
resuLts, and, in four weeks fioni the date of the injury, Ryan reported himïself
ut mîy surgery, in Plattsburgh, quite recovered. I have seen hiim several tinies
since, and lie is as well as cver, and as " good as new."

Case NO. 3.-Fisula in Alno, caused Ly falling on the anle of a race
six years ago; oForation; reno ial of i pece of wood ; cure.

I. Lacroix, of lthe parish of St. Genòvieve, aged 54, of a weakly leuco-
plhlcgmatie constitution, re(qucsted ny advice in the mnonth of Novembther last,
for trouble about the anus, of somte three ycars duration, and for whîich he had
consulted several plysicians,without hîoweverderiving any benefit.Ai examination
at once revealed the presence of two fistulous openings on the left iates, one, the
principal, passed backwards and upwards in the direction of the coccygzal bone,
the otier merely subeutatneous and a depend off the first, passed perpendicu-
Larly downwards sone two ino;hes; the finger introduced into the rectum could
not feel the probe which, front the direction of the fistula, and its distance from
the anus, could only be introduced not quite two inches. Having explained to
the patient the nature of the injury, and the only rianner whereby lie miight
reasonably expect the slightest prospect of relief, if not of permanent cure, lie
left me with the promise that I should be sent for in a few days to perform the
operation at his house.

I heard nothing more of Lacroix till Tuesday the 7th Feb., when he returned
in a worse pliglt than ever. le inforned me that two neighbouring physicians
had undertaken the case on the plan of " no cure no pay;" and that fromn cer.
tain pecuniary and other considerations weighing somewhat heavily in the scale,
lie had acceded to the terms and submitted to the operation ; that la lad been
since a great sufferer, and was confident not only of no anendment but of positive
injury. I examined once more, and saw that the operation bad consisted merely
in eutting open the subeutaneous sinus, Icaving the fistula itself untouched, though
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a stick of nitrate of silver had been introduced half an incl or so every day or
every other day, for some ton days, causing exeruciating pain, and the dressing
comîpleted by filling up the external opening of the fistula with lint. With all
due consideration for the attending physicians, I could not but deprecate sulh a
mode of proceduro, and plainly told the old nan that what had been donc was
worse than uscless, and that he could never be cured by such treatmnent.

It was, therefore, resolved tlat I should go to Sainte Genevieve on Thursday
the 9th, and perforin the operation. This I did in the following niaimner ind
with the following resuilts. The fistulous opening commîîîenceing, as I have beobre
said, on the left nates, some three inches fromn the anus and one inlcl above it,
passed directly backwards and to the right side till it reachled the iedian line,
where forming an obtuse angle it ran upwards and inwards, followiing to soeie
extent the curvature of the sacruin. The first step in the operation was to I:y
open the horizontal portion of the sinus, which was done as follows: a grooved
director being introduced and pressed sonewlat forcibly camne in contact with
the integuenoit at the raphié, where a simall opening was iade with hlie point of
the scalpel, the end of the director pushcd through and lthe intervening space
divided with a stout bistoury. Tie little finger could now readily bc paissed
along a canal-with smîooth and alnost cartilaginous walls-the lengtlh of soe
threc ineos, wlen its further process was arrested by a iard substanîee, to aill ap-
pearance forniing th1e bottom of the sinus. The right index finger was now in-
trodiuced into the rectuni and could fel distinctly the other finger in tte canal
puishing it a little further up it also caine in. con tact with the hard body already
alluded to, and now somnething, of, an irregular shape aind comîpletely enelosed in a
siooth sac, could be felt between ithe two fingers. A siaill opening was care-
fully made at the botton of the sinus, when the finger distinctly felt a hard
resisting body which, had it not been for its peculiar situation, I should have
supposed to be a necrosed os coccygis, or sonething else had I known the pre-
vious lhistory of the case, as was afterwards explained. Hlowever the indication
was evident, there was a foreign body, and the next step was its removal, there-
fore with a strong pair of ductile forceps I seized hold and began to niake trac-
tion; the forceps slipped, and grasping once more, with a long and strong pull, out
came a very funny looking substance, of which more presently. The bleeding
which lad not been very profuse, having ccased, the finger could now explore
every portion of the sac which was situated anteriorly to the coccyx, and between
it and the posterior wall of t-e rectum ; a probe slowly passed over its surface fell
througl a small opening into the gut, and came in contact with the finger. Hlere
thon was a case of external and internal fistula with no initcrceimunication. A
probe pointed bistoury was now introduced ; and the operation was completed in
the usual manner.

I now examined the body I had extracted and found it to be a picec of wood,
square on four sides, ene lalf inch at the base, tapering to one quarter of an inch
at the apex, with i. length a trifle less than one inch and tliree quarters. Being a
little astonished at this singular discovery, I enquired of the old man how that
piece of wood became lodged in such a situation, and lie, to all appearances, not
aware of its presence ? After a few moments reflection, and with a hearty laugh,
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he mcntioned that, some six years before, while jumping on a nound of hay he
had struck agaihnst the handle-hone made-of a rake which was concealed in
the hay. It inflieted a wounîd external to the anus, but lie was not aware of
-any portion of the handle having been splintered or broken. After a confine-
ment of a few weeks to the house, lie resuicd his labours, and in a couple of
months lie appearcd to have completcly recovered froi the accident. Sone
three years ago, lie complained of much pain and uneasimess, in the neighbor-
hood of the anus, which became relieved by the developeient. and breiakirng of a
small absccss, since that period there had been a continual discharge ef a thin
watery fluid, at timnes slightly tinged with blood, at others of a purulent charae-
ter. Neither flatus nor the more fluid portion of the fUices were ever detected
escaping through the Fistula. For the last year past there had also been a

constant discharge froin the anus, sinîilar in character to that passing through
the fistulous opening.

1cmTarks. he above case is raliter unique, and lighly interesting in sonie
partiulJars ; the first being that the foregn body should have remaitned, thus
mnany years, without ocasioning the slightest disturbance, in a situation so likely
to he interfered witi by mnanyv oflic i orbid states of the neiglbouring organs;*
in fact its presence was entirely ignîored, save through the constant discharge
aind consequent detriment of comnfort and cleainhness. The external fistula bad
ne - cmuicatin with the sac enclosing the piece of wood, and thiis will ac-
count for the absence of the promiinent symuptomis ofeoinplete fistulai ; while the
smnall opening coimi)iunicatiigr the sac witi the rectum, vas evideitly ai effort
'of nature, though the process of uleeration, for throwinîg off the foreign body in
the direction where least resistance would be îencountered, and tliroughi the nost
natural clan nel-the rCetuL.

I have this day heard fron my patient who is doing well, the wounds are fast
healing, the appetite Ls good, aud he is daily gaining strength.

27i Little St. Jaimes Street, Feb. 26, 18(0.

ART. XU1.-Cses in Practical Medicin.-By A. IL ADav , M.., Physi-
elan te St. Patrick's JJosp ital, M)1ontreial, &C., &C.

Laryngismîus Srulus.-This affection is usually only met with during the
first year or two of life, and eauses nuch aunxiety and alarn to the parents of
lie child, for the attacks come on without any apparent caus,-whcn the child,

who otlerwise seeis in perfect health, is playing and beconies excited or vexed.

As another striking illustration of the great length of time foreign substances nay
:enain imbedded in the living tissues without occasioning the slightest local or general
<isturbance, I nay be permitted to remark, that I have removed from between the rec-
tus-femoris muscle and boue of the left thigh, of a man named Ferris, a piece of wood
two inches long, and the size of a goose-quill, which lad occupied that situation for
ninetcen years without his being aware ofits presence, till after its removal by the open-
âng of an abscess that had been in the process offormation on the anterior part of the
:tbigh for one month only. The case was published in No. 1 Vol. 12, of ny ./hnerican.
Liacet, Dec. 10 1855,and republished in the Dublin Medical Press, No. 895, Feb. 13, 1856.
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They aiso comie on when tie clild awakens fron sleep, and when it is expose
suddenly to a current of cold air. The paroxysis corne on in this way, the chikf
struggles for breath as if the respiration were arrested for the moment, but after
repeated violent efforts recovers with a crowing or shrill inspiration approximîating
hooping-cough or croup. If the paroxysim lasts nany seconds the fice and ex-
tremities become purple, li iead is thrown back and the- spine bent. They
mxay recur often and in the end convulsions become-general. This singular affec-
tion is generally met with in children who are late in cutting their teeth, and
who have several presenting at the samne tinie, and whose digestion and assimi-
lating powers are weak and readilv disordered.

It is now generally adnitted that this affection is caused by irritation at the
roots or origin or some portion of the Laryngeal nerves, whereby the muscles
which close the glot tis are unduly contracted and cause the peculiar croupy inspi-
ration; and the child who suffers from it has ahways very tardy and difficult d(en-
tition, and a constipated state of the bovels.

The treatmient I hiave been led to adopt in this view of the case is very simple,.
and as I have met with perfect success in the five cases in which I have used it,
I think it my duty to lay itbefore the profession. Thefirist case w'as a child oi'
ny own wlo suffered mnost severely fromt the spasn, and wlo once or twice was
thought dead-Ie lad been subject to the attacks for some tinie, and althouîgik
lie had not lad any convulsions, the attacks of the spasis were becoming imore

and more frequent and more severe wien ny friend ùr. Arnoldi, then of Mon-
treal, but who now resides in Toronto, and Ylo has devoted nuch attention to
the diseases of clildren, sugested. in consultation with nie about the ease, the-
trial of some counterirritant to the upper portion of the spine. M ustard poulitices
were tried first, tlien a blister, with but very little relief, when I noticed il Dun-
glison's "New lemedies" that the oiitmiîent of fle Bin-iodideof Meren-y, when
absorbed into the systein, had in addition to its local irritant effects, a tendency
to cause diarrhSa, wlich was exactly what I wanted, as the childs' bowels were, as.
is always the case in this disease, obstinately constipated. It was commenced with
immediately of the strength of one grain to the draclhm of simple ointment, and
in a few days we had the satisfaction of seeing the spasmis diminish in both strength,
and frequency ; they soon ceased altogetlier, and the child was curei. A fbw
weeks after this a lady residing in Quebec, brouglit lier child to Montreal, hier
Physician having recomended change of air, as lier child was labouring unden
this disease, but with the addition of occasional convulsi*ons ;.she placed the child
under miy care, and tiis case also was rapidly cured by the samie simple treatmîent,
of course due attention iaving bein paid not only to the state of the gains but
also to the state of the stonacli and bowels,

Shortly after these two cases, but about the sane time, a case occurred in Dr..
Arnoldi's practice, wlich lie kindly afforded me an opportunity of seeing three
or four times with him, which was likewise soon cured by the saine course of
treatient. Since these cases occurred I have met with two more, and both were
cured by the sanie means-the last one, however, proved mucli more obstinate than
the four previous ones, for whenever I attempted to scarify the gunus, convulsions
were produced, so when I had. to do it I was compelled to place the child uder th e
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influence of chloroform, so as to prevent convulsions coming on ; and althougI the
child bas still several teeth to out, for the last tbree weeks he has had but one
slight attack of the spasms, which however caused his mother no uneasiness, the
use of the ointment being still constantly continued, and the child is improving in
every way; and I have not the slightest doubt but as soon as he bas cut all Lis teeth,
the spasin will lave him, as there will not then be any further cause of irritation.

In all tiese cases I would strongly urge that great attention should be paid,frst-
ly to the state of the guins, scarifying them freely and deeply as ofteu as necessary;
and secondly, as the bowels are always constipated, giving every day one or two
doses of the fluid extract of senna, wbich I have found to be iost suitable
medici ne, and to confine the child to a little simple cream and water or very thin
arrowroot and water for diet, giving iii as little as possible; and if we imayjudge
froin the success of these cases we may saely prediet a rapid cure.

Craig Street, March, 1860.

ART.-XIII. Case of 1acrperal Convulsons.~-Twins.-Both children and
iother saved. By P. . SIrAVEa, M. D., Stratford, County Perth.

I was called per Telegram to the village of Sbakspeare, sonie ten miles from
My own residence, to sec a woman living in the neighîbourhood, who was in
labour with ber tbird child. Upon miy arrival, I was informed that the patient
had beeii ill some eighteen or twenty hours, and tbat she had had six or seven
very strong convulsions or fits. When I arrived at the bedside she vas imme-
diately seized with a very severe and violent convulsion, which i thougbt would
have terminated ber existence, indeed I felt convinccd that she could not have
survived anotber attack similar to thc existing one, so near was she apparently
to the moment of ber dissolution. Whcn the paroxysm of this fearful spasm
was at un end, I proceeded to the examination of the patient. The pulse was
120 per minute, the skin hot and dry, eyes staring and imnoveable, counte-
nauce ghastly and of a livid hue, and every appearance of approaching deathi.
Slie was of course insensible, and bad been so for eight or ten bours. I now
examined the uterus, found the os partly dilated, and the pains very feeble and
irregular. After scarcbing for the presentation, I found an arin and foot pre-
senting. As there was no time to be lost, and apprehensive of another convul-
sion, I immediately seized iny lancet, plunged it into the inedian cephalie vein
of the right arm, allowed the blood to flow frec and fast, until I had evacuated
about one pound and a half. This brought the pulse down to about eighty per
minute, and symptoms of returning consciousness began to manifest themselves.
The countenance became more natural, and not so unbearable to look upon-the
uterine pains began to set in, whereupon I began te assist nature in the delivery,
by introducing ny hand, seizing both feet, and gradually bringing them into the
vagina, when with the assistance of a few pains and gentle traction, the child
was readily expelled, apparently asphyxiated, but by the adoption of the usual
applianees it vas soon restored. After separating the offspring from the miother,
I made another examination per vaginam, and to my astonishment I found the
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arn of a second child presenting; whereupon I re-introduced my hand into the
uterus, seized the feet, effected version, and delivered the second child as the
first. This child was born apparcntly as lifeless as the first, and it was resus-
citated in the same manner.

After having disposed of the children, which were large and hcalthy, I ap-
plied cold and pressure to the abdomen, over the region of the uterus, and in a
few minutes the placenta was expelled, the uterus contracted firimly, and the
mother kept perfectly quiet. I applied a large compress and bandage, and in
an hour she was quite rational and conversed coherently. She made a good and
speedy recovery.

The above case is extremely interesting because of its infrequency, and the
great mortality of convulsions complicating the labour, which especially affects
the children. The proportion of deaths upon the maternal side is estimated at
about one in four; on the foetal side it is still greater. The case is also interesting
in point of its peculiar complications, namely: the convulsions-the two
shoulder presentations, demanding version-all occurring in one accouchement.

Stratford, County Perth, lSth February, 1860.

REVIEWS, &c.

ART. XIV.-Anputations and Artificial Limbs. By William Robert Gros-
smith. London: Longiman & Co.

Artificial Limbs. lieir construction and Application. By Henry Hcather

Bigg. London: John Churchill.
Localzed 3fovcnments. By Henry Heather Bigg. London: J. Churchill.

In the great anxiety cvinced in the present day to follow any new method of
amputating, or any new operation which claims a place in Conservative Surgery,
we fear the future comfort of the patient is sometimes forgotten and the future
use of the limb not taken sufiiciently into consideration. It must be evident
that an operation which would be well suited to a person whose avocation is of
a sedentary nature, may not be adapted for one whose daily brend inust be earncd
on the railroad or on the farm, and whose means do not admit of his procuring
those handsome and useful substitutes for the limb removed by the surgeon,
and even if put in possession of one by the assistance of friends, or as is some-
times the case now, by the subscriptions of his fellow laborers, or the contributions
of benevolent persons, it often happens, he is not able to use it, and selects one
less sightly and complicated, but more useful. But apart from this view of
the case, we should be guided to a certain extent in the selection of an operation
by the views of practical men vhose business it is to supply a useful substitute
for the limb we have removed. Let us take the lower extremity for illustration.
Some of our readers may recollect that Mr. Syme advocated strongly, a fewv
years ago, amputation at the knee joint, and at the ankle joint, and was so
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much disappointed at his recommendation not being more generally followed,
that he threw out a hint to those whose linibs had been renoved by older me-
thods, that they had good grounds for instituting legal proceedings against their
iedical advisers for submitting them to unnecessary mutilation. The surgeons of
the day were divided in opinion as to the advantages of these operations. Mr. Fer-
gusson recommended the amputation at the ankle now known as " Syie's Oper-
ation" in the second edition of his work, but in the third edition, le says that a
more extended experience obliges hin to condemn it. At this present moment
this operation is on its trial. We do not intend expressing our own opinions in
this matter, though an experience of the operation has enabled us to form rules
for our own guidance, but our readers may like to know what the makers of arti-
ficial limbs say on the niatter. Mr. Grossmith mentions some objections to this
operation which are equally applicable to amputation at the knee; lie says " the
mechanist cannot apply the usual artificial acting-joint-as the stump when well
covered at the point (to forni the licel cushion) reaches to within one and a-half
or two inches of the ground :-he is therefore obliged to place metal-joints on eaeh
side of the point of the stunip. In appearance, th apparatus vill never be as
neat and well-fornied as that made for the mid-calf or upper-third operation ; but
wlether the patient is sufficiently compensated for this defect, by bis being ena-
bled to take a bearing on the end of the stunp (and some as will be seen by re-
ference te the list. Of cases, do so with extraordinary firnness,) is a matter I must
leave for the consideration of the Surgeon, and those who are about to be ampu-
tated."-p. 35.

W7e have exanined the thrce cases of Syne's operation given by Mr. Grossmith,
and have not found a confirmation of the above statement. In the first, "it
was sone time before the patient could bear pressure on the end of the stumîp and
I found it necessary for him at first to take the entire bearing under the knee.
After a few month's wear, however, and gradual application of pressure, by cush-
ions, to the end of the stump, the tenderness was got over. He now walks firmly,
taking his principal weight on the point, and using the knee-bearing only at times
when relief is required."

In the second case it is remarked " the patient was unable to bear nuch pres-
sure on the end of the stunp for some time after having the limb (artificial) and
I found it necessary to take the chief bearing under the patella." The third
case is that of a " stout person walking with great firnmness, but taking almost
the whole of the bearing under the knee, not being yet able te sustain much pres-
sure on the point of the stump."

In these extracts we learn a good deal of the results of this operation that would
not reach the public eye tbrough any other channel; the operations werc performed
on,'persons in affluent circunistances, who could afford to wait for the removal of
tenderness from the stumnp, and could employ one of the most skilful nechani-
cians in the world to supply an artificial, for the removed limb; but could a poor
labourer remain idle so long without bringing himself and his fanily to beggary,
and supposing hin to make an excellent recovery, and avoid all the dangers
which Fergusson and others say are the frequent consequences of the operation,
would he have as useful a limb at the end of six or twelve months, as if the amputa-
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tion had been made at the middle of the leg. Wc have no hesitation in saying
ho would not. Syme's operation is adapted for the rich ian, it is not well suited to
the poor man. Moreover we believe it is most successful in the young sub-
ject, the victim of scrofulous disease; we have not found it a good opera-
tion in the old subject with languid circulation; nor in cases of severo frost-
bite when the lino of separation leaves only space enough to inake the
flaps; here the parts imnediately above those undergoing separation have been
frozcn to a point short of mortification, and their vitality has been so roduced,
that tley are not suited for union by adhesion or granulation and usually
such fiaps cither slough, off or they melt away by slow absorption, leaving the
boncs bare, and rendering an amputation highcr up, nècessary-and we nay
remark here, that we have had nost success in amputations for frost-bite when
we have made (as now we invariably do) our flaps at some distance from the
line of separation. Half an inch in the length of the stump, or even an inch,
is of little consequence compared with the timne a patient nay b confined
to bed, from the sluggish healing of a wound made in parts whose vitality
is dcepressed, and fron which we ougit not to expect these important pro-
cesses necessary to union, to be perfornied. Nor have we found this operation a
successful one in severe railroad injuries of the foot-br thougli the integu-
ments about the ankle joint may appear hcalthy before the operation, yet in a
few days, suppuration takes place around the lower ends of the tibia and fibula,
and the skin sloughs off, althougi it may have looked healthy and well nour-
ished at the time of the operation. We believe this is the result of the stretching
it bas underýgone froi the foot having been caught in the mnachinery, (for we
frequently fiud the tendons torn away fron their attachment to the iuscular
fibres) whereby its vascular supply froin boneati lias been extensively lacerated,
and the skin dies from want of nourishment, being dissected off the subjacent
parts to some distance from the seat of the injury.

Mr. Bigg's remarks coincide with those of the writer just quoted. Ie says,
"latterly, owing to the advances made by that department of Surgery called
"conservative," m any cases have occurred whcre only the anterior or tarsal por-
tion of the foot lias undergone amputation, thus leaving the os calcis or licel for
the patient to rest on. This operation, though produeing an extremely valuable
stump for the purpose intended, becomes a matter of extrenie difficulty to the
mechanician when it bas to be made the point of attachment for an artificial
foot." The mechanical obstacles are then enumerated.

Apart then from the objections that migit be urged against Syme's operation,
and we have the evidence of Fergusson and others to show that they are neither
few nor uniimportant, we have the testimony of two of the nost celebrated mechani-
cians te the great difficulty of adjusting an artificial foot to the stumps, made in
this operation and consequently, the surgeon should allow these objections their pro-
per weight before recommending to patients in humble life, operations that cannot
render them as comfortable or as capable of earning a livelihood, as some others that
do net lay claim to the claptrap of being styled "conservative." It is quite evident
that the patient who can ride in his carriage may have an operation porformed
so as to allow of an artificial substitute for the removed limb, arI diay make
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selection of a particular proceeding with a view to elegance of adaptation anl
concealment of deformity, which is not suited to the circumstances of the mechanic
or labourer, who naturally looks to making the best use of his mutilated limb,
and to whom appearances are of secondary importance. For the former, ampu-
tation at the ankle, protracted recovery, and eventually an artificial foot, very
expensive, but difficult of detection, may have attractions, that are by no means
tempting to the latter, who will prefer short confinement, speedy return to
his daily labours, and a wooden leg, cheap, difficult to break, capable of bearing
his weight in rough places, not liable to go out of order, and admitting of easy
adjtustient.

We have also the views of 31r. Grossmith on amputation at the knee
joint to lay before our readers-" This operation " be says, "if proper re-
gard is taken with refereice to the patients' future comfort and progression,
should certainly never be performed on adults. The natural action of the joint
is destroyed, and the stump when the point is well covered is brouglit so low,
that if a cushion, and an artificial acting-joint are placed beneath it, a most
awkward gait, and unsightly appearance are produced,-the flexion of the knee
being necessarily three or four inches lower than ir ý' natural limb. A better
appearance is made if a bearing on the end of the stump is not attemnpted, and
steel points placed on each side of the knce; but even then, the joints are re-

quired to be male so strong, to sustain the whole weight of the body, and so
imuch extra nechanism is necessary to throw the foot forward, that the limb is
rendered heavy and clumsy and the patient will never walk as well as those who
are amoputated at the thigh."

" In infancy or childhood, however, I think this method of operation advan-
tageous-In young subjects, the stamp can scarcely be left too long, as the

growth of the frame and atrophy of the stump differ,-the latter renaining
without increase in size or length (or nearly so), while the body obtains its
growth in due proportion."-page 33.

As a Machinist Mr. Grossmith prefers amputation at mid-calf to that nearer
the ankle joint. He remarks " then again, I arn compelled to dissent from a
general opinion (?) which seems to prevail amongst the profession that stumps
of the leg may be considered relatively good, in proportion to their length froin
the lower to the upper third. I an convinced, from long experience, that the
middle of the calf is a far preferable place to select for the operation, than the
lower third-the stump produced by the former operation being always better
covered, and less liable to excoriation, and neuralgic shooting. With reference
also to the construction of the artificial limnb, the amputation immediately above
the ankie is highly objectionable,-page 34.

Mr. Grossmith gives us an opportunity of judging of the comparative fre-
quency of the performance of the circular, and the flap operations, in the class
of persons requiring his services. Out of 175 cases of amputation of the lower
extremity, 65 were circular, 94 flap, in 9 cases the method is not mentioned, in 3,
Syme's operation was performed; for 2, lie made limbs where there wasa congeni-
tal defect, in 2, Chopart's operation was performed.

Another result of Mr. Grossmith's table is rather interesting. Ile gives the
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state of the patients health after the two kinds of amputation, from which we
have made out the following results. In amputation ubove the knce-out of 40
cases of circular operation, the hcalth was good when the patients applied for ar-
tificial limbs in 32 cases, and bad in S: out of 32 cases of flap operation, the hcalth
was good in 26, and bad in 6-an opposite result is observed in amputation below
the knec: in 23 cases, of the circular, the health was good in 17, bad in 6. In the
34 cases of flap operation, the health wias good in 29, and bad in 5. The health
was good in all the Syme's operations, and in Chopart's.

We regret that we have space for only one practical remark, which is, that Mr.
Grossmith insists strongly on our preventing our patients making use of a wood-
en leg or pin, if we intend them to use an artificial leg: " the use of the wooden
pin, if only for a few weeks caused thema to raise the body at each step, in order
to lift it clear from the ground, and afterwards when tbey have the artificial
limb, they continue the saine awkward moveient, instead of using the acting
kne joint-a habit it often takes years to overcome. I know that this hint is
not in accordance with the accredited opinions of the profession. It is also
against my own pecuniary interests, nevertheless I assert it as a fact, easily
proved by observation, that none walk so well and gracefilly on artificial Liimbs
as those who have never used a Pin-leg. We may mention that Mr. Grossmith
obtained Prize Medals at the London Exhibition in 1851, and at that of Paris
in 1855.

Mr. Bigg's work is well deserving of perusal. It is not confined to more des-
criptions of the limbs lie can supply, but.treats scientifically of several deformi-
tics, for which mechanical aid nay be employed. It is amply illustrated with
beautiful wood-cuts, representing alI sorts of contrivances to help the afflicted,
fron the worthy sportsman, whose loss of his left armi does not prevent hiiii hav-
ing a crack at the birds on the 12th of August, to the hardy Hudson Bay hun-
ter, who bas had adjusted to the stunp-sheath of the right armi, a iost for-
midable dagger blade, " to defend hinself against the attack of any wild animal
he might ia his travels encounter."

Mr. Bigg gives ample directions to those desirous of obtaining an artificial
limb, how to proceed ini the ineasurement of the stump. By sending these
ncasurements taken in the manner directed, they mnay depend upon having their
orders duly attended to. Mr. Bigg bas lately written an excellent work on
Deformities, wherein, he displays very extensive and accurate anatoinical know-
iedge, and his work on " Localized Movements," will amply repay perusal.

ART. XV.-An Epitome of J3raithwaite's Retrospect of 'ractical iledicine
and Surgery, containing a condensed sumnmary of the most important cases,
&c., &c., the whole alphabetically classified, and supplied with an addenda,
comprising a table of French weights and menasures reduced to English
standard, &e., &c., in five parts. By Walter S. Wrells, M. D. Part first,
New York : C. T. Evans, publisher, Svo. pp. 304.

Our own library contains the forty volumes of wbich the five parts proposed
for publication under the foregoing title, are to be the epitome. Mr. Braith-
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waite has with a great additional amount of self imposed labour, given every
second year, a general index to the preceding four volumes of the Retrospect,
but even this by no means meets the demands upon this valuable encyclopedia
of modern practice, as far as tinie is concerned. It bas sometimes cost us hours
of seareh to get at what we required, -with every simplification furnished by the
original itself. We cannot, therefore, but hail Dr. Well's Epitome as a most
valuable addition, not only to every library possessing a copy of the original
work, but to every practitioner vho wishes to seize with eagle glance upon the
current literature, on any given topic connected with Medicine, Surgery or Mid-
wifery, the thrce most important branches of our profession.

The subjects treated are all alphabetically arranged, and the first part termi-
nates with " Canerous affections," under the letter C. The other parts will
proceed in like order, and an abstract of each paper under its especial caption
is given, conimencing with the first volume and ending with the last.

Braithwaite's Retrospect is beyond all conparison, one of the best digests of
the medical literature of the day, and the Epitome, if the future parts arc car-
ried out in the manner of the one before us, will prove a still more valuable one
if such can possibly be.

As we are in a critical vein at the present moment, ive would suggest to the
editor the propriety of omitting the article " an" before the word " addenda"
in the title, or (what mecets the sanie object), the substitution of the word " ad-
dendum " for " addenda " in it. It is an awkward grammatical error to meet
in the title of a professedly classie work, and it is much to be regretted that
printers will, despite every precaution, take such monstrous liberties with the
manuscripts of authors. With the typographical execution of the work other-
Wise, we have no faiult to find ; it is in fact every thing we could desire. It is
almost absurd to imagine that we could obtain for five dollars, the substance cf
Braithwaite's forty volumes, the English edition of which costs between fifteen
and twenty pounds; yet ievertheless such is fact.

AR T. XVI.-The ha if yearly ilstract of the Mecdical Sciences, being a practicai
and analytical digest of the contents of the principal British, American,
and Continental medical works, published during the preceding six months,
&e., &c., edited by W. H. Ranking, M. D., and C. B. Radcliffe, M. D.
July to December, 1859. Philadelphia: Lindsay and Blakiston. Mon-
treal: B. Dawson and Son, 1860, Svo. pp. 303.

The foregoing is the American reprint of Ranking's valuable serial, and ap-
pears to be a faitiful copy of the original. The work is too well known to the
profession to need any commendation of ours. Like Braithwaite's Retrospect,
it contains the most valuable portion of the medical literature of the preceding six
months, and this number completes the thirtieth volume. Attached to this nnmber
we notice a ratier singularly written letter to the profession, from Dr. Ignatius
Langer, who, without alluding in the slightest degree to Dr. Wood's experi-
ments on Hypodermie injection, seems to lay claim to a priority in the practice,
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observing that " ho experimented early in December, 1858," on cats and dogs,
with a solution of quinia or its sulpiate, and finally repeating the experiments
on patients, lie " succeeded in checking the anticipated paroxysms in different
forms of intermittents." Dr. Wood's paper, as the result of his experiments,
was published in the British Medical Journal of 2Sth August, 1858. We can-
not speak in high terus of Dr, Ignatius Langer's orthography. We ought to
observe that Ranking's Abstract, the title by wbich it is fùamiliarly known, may
be purchased at B. Pawson and Son, Great St. James Street,

ART. XVII.-AncIAIA; or Studies of the Cosmogony and Natnral iLstory
of the Hebrew Scriptures. By J. DAwsoN, LL. D., F.G.S., Principal
of M'Gill Coliege ; Author of "Acadian Geology," &c., &c. Montreal:
B. Dawson & Son. London : Samson Low, Son & Co., 1860, 12mo. pp.
400. (Conduded,)

In his fourth chapter. Dr. Dawson commences to analyze the graninatical con-
struction of the text. Before we proced to notice how he does this, we cannot but
express our regret that he did not extend his lebrew researches ont of the sacred
record ; so as to show how far the post-biblical Jewish writings enlighten us, as to
the manner in which the ancient people of God uinderstood the text. In con-
nection with geological inquiries we deei it an interesting faet that the most
ancient cosUogonists, both Indian and Egyptian, believed and transmitted to
sone writers of the Grecian seets, the doctrine of the successive destruction and
renovation of the earth-the theinie, as Plutarch says, of one of the hymuns of
Orphcus, Equally interesting is it to learn froin Ovid, tiat.Pythagoras antici-
pated the now received doctrines of gcelogy ahnîost as acurately as he did ti
nstronomuical theory of Copernicus; but with far greater interest would we have
read, had Dr. Dawson considered it as coming within the scope of his work, his
excerpta of the Jewish traditions respecting the Cosmogony which would not
Only enable us to sec how the ancient Iebrews tlemnsolves understood the
Mosaic narrative, which under God they have preserved to the world, but would
establish the fact that they, more fully than Pythagoras. anticipated the modern
doctrines of geology. *We shall presently have occasion to sec this in one
instance, when exaininhig the definition of Yom -as given in " A rehaia "-at
present our investigation must be confined to a tern carlier employed by the
text, viz., Bara, concerning which Dr. Dawson says:-

" But what is creation, in the sense of the lebrew writer? The act is expressed by
the verb Bara, a word of comparatively rare occurrence in the Scriptures, and employed
te denote cbsolute creatlin. If, says Professor Stuart, of Andover, this word does not
mean to criate in the higacst sense, then the Hebrews had no word by which they could
designate thiis idea. Yet, like our English ' create,' the word is used in secondary and
figurative senses, which in no degree detract froe its force whncr strictly and literally
used."

If we fully endorse all the above, we do but accept the definition of Bara
wlh i s been, all but universally, given to it by biblical critics. Nevertheless,
it is asserted that Bara is not here used to express the idea of absolute creation.

The weight of opposing testinony is, lowever, quite crushing to thisassertion,
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which we cannot regard as having the leastfoundation in fact to sustain it. Tho
testimony of Christian writers is easily attainable. If we now seek that of Jewish
critics, which is, perhaps, less easily attainable to the reader, we shall find that
they almost unanimously attach to Bara, the maeaning of absolute creation. As
we think that the Hebrew people should certainly know, better than others, what
was the traditional and generally received meaning of certain ternis in their lan-
guage, we refer now to some of their chief theological and philosophical writers,
and find that besides the secondary and figurative meanings they give the word,
they explain Bara as, paýn tr"rn nann i. e., " the production of soencthing from
nothing." This is the definition of the eclebrated Mainonides, tlie most esteemed
authority among thein, in his valuable philosophical work Mforek Ncboochim, or
Guide to the Perplexed; and we prefer this definition of the orthodox Maimoni-
des to that which accords rather with the philosophy of the more sceptical Baruch
Spinoza, thougli the latter be also of Jewish origin. But, ranged on the side of
Maimonides are the greatest naines in Hebrew literature, froi Kimchi and
Abarbanel, down to Moses Mendelssolin. Kimchi in bis Sceher IIashorashimz
(Book of Roots) says " Bara means w4 j'i in in 1i1n ivnnn i. e. the making

of the thing newlyand its production out of nothing." This is the exposition given
by the latest Anglo-Jewish cmmentators ;* by the German translators who render
the word by crschaffen; and by the Spanish translators, who render the word, crio.
The latter corresponds to the creavit of the Vulgate; and although the Septua-
grint version bas rottY, yet this word, as remarked by Parkhurst in bis valuable
" Greek Lexicon to the New Testament" also implies creation in its absolute
sense. He quotes several examples and adds " so, in the LXX it frequently an-
swers to the Hebrew Bara to create." The Lingua Sacra of David Levy, New-
man, M. Josephs and other modern Jewish lexicographers explain it in the same
way. So Stockius, Simonis, and Parkhurst. The " Critica Sacra " cn the au-
thority of Paulus Fagius tells us, "Statuunît Ieb. differentiam inter BARA,
YATSTAR et ASAII creabit, fornzavit et fecit. Creare dicunt, est ex nihilo
aliquid facere. Formare, enti creato figuran inducere. Facere, mniembra sin-

gula ordinare. Sic Esaioe, 43, 7, 'Creavi eui, formavi cum atque feci eum.'
Quem locuni R. David Kinchi sie explicat. 'Creavi eum,' hue est, produxi
eumn de nihilo ad esse. Dein 'formavi euni,' eo quod feci eui existere dispositione
fornmoe. Postremo feci eum hoc est disposui seu ordinavi eum." We regard
this passage from Isaiah xliii, and the exposition thereof by Kimchi just
noticed by the " Critica Sacra " as very conclusive. From it, we should
scarcely be disposed to admit that. Bara and 'asah are, properly speaking,
convertible ternis; or that popular usage could deprive Bara of the wider
meaning-that of producing something not before existing-which 'asah
does not possess, and for whicli reason as we are remi.nded in " Archaia"
it is applied to the operations of God the sole creator of heaven and earth.
But it may be further objected that no biblical critic of modern times will
say that on grammatical grounds Bara means the absolute creation out of
nothing. To which we reply that they yet do say so very generally

Sec I The Sacred Seriptures in Hebrew and English, & by the Rev. D. A. De
Sola, and Rev. M. J. Raphall, with notes, &c., London, Bagster, 1844.
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and that the most eminent Hebrew critic amnong Christians in modern
times, Wilhelm Gesenius does so. He says in bis Lexicon, Bara is " spoken of
the creation of the heavens and the earth," and after, adds " whence it is appa-
rent that Bara implies the creation of soinething new, not before existing."
But there are many passages in the Seriptures which indicate that the word
was intended to convey this neaning. We will cite but a fcw. Isai. 40, 26,
where it is employed in connection with motséc to bring forth, produce.
Isai. 48, 7, "they are ereatedi now, and not from the beginning ;" so Ex. 34,
10, "which were not created in all the earth." Ps. 148, 5, "1He coimanded
and they were crcated." Ps. 89, 13, " The north and the south thou hast
created." Jer. 21, 22, " The Lord bath created a new thing in the earth."
Numbers 16, 30. " If the Lord create a beriah (creation) whiclh mens, says
Fürst. " Dabar chadash Io hayah bangolon velo nishmang, i. c., a new thing
which was never yet seen nor heard in the world." Of the figurative meaning
whicl some of these passages have, Dr. Dawson says on page 63

SIt is, however, evidently an inversion of sound exposition, to say that these secondary
or figurative meanings should determine the primary and literal sense in Genesis ist.
On the contrary, we should rather infer tliat the inspired writers in these cases selected
the proper word for creation, to express in the most forcible manner, the novel and tho-
rough character of the changes to which they refer, and their direct dependence on the
divine will. By such expressions we are, in effect, referred back to the original use of
the word as denoting the actual creation of matter by the command of God, in contra-
distinction from those arrangements which have been effected by the gradual operation
of secondary agents or of laws attached to matter at its creation." And on page 62, we
read that " the use of Barn, in connection with the introduction of great reptiles and of
man, has been cited to disprove its sense of absolute creation. It must be observed,
however, that in the first of these cases we have the earliest appearance of animal life,
and in the second, the introduction of a rational and spiritual nature. Nothing but pure
materialism can suppose that the elements of vital and spiritual being were included in
the matter of the heavens and the earth as produced in the beginning; and as the scrip-
turc writers were not materialists, we may infer that they recognized, in the introduc-
tion of life and reason, acts of absolute creation, just as in the origin of matter itself."

Such, also, are the views expressed in the commentary of the cloquent Abar-

banel, who wrote in the 15th century. le says in a lengthy and able exposi-

tion of Bara - mon5 o',2 n:) n i ' vani omn1sr onan2 On" 'Di p51

cn.inm 'sni - " And therefore Moses refers their (the great reptiles, etc.,)

creation in a direct manner to God ; to teach us that the waters were not en-

dowed with the power of producing such as they."

We have dwelt at some length on the term Bara, because we believe that an
important doctrine is involved in the signification which bas been attached to

it by " Archaia " and the ablest biblical critics. And we maintain this signifi-
cation not on mere philological grounds, but because we believe it to be in perfect
harmony with the important design the narrative of the Cosnmogony by Moses
was intended to serve, in overthrowing by its innatc truth the false theories of
heathenism, one of which maintained the eternity of matter.

The next important term considered by Dr. Dawson is Sharnayim, heavens.
His remarks on this word, on pp. 64, 65, we have read attentively in connection
with bis chapter on the atmosphere coimnencing page 130, whence we perceive
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that he does not restrict the term to the atmosphere merely; but we read, as his

more satisfactory conclusion, that "heaven, in the popular speech of the lHebrews,
as in our own, had different meanings, applying alike to the cloudy, the astral
and the spiritual heaven;" page 140. Again on page 65, " We may accept the
word in this verse as including the material heavens in the widest sense." Such
also we find to be the opinion of the IfHebrew writers, a digest of whose views may
be found in the commentaries of Abarbanel and Arama in Akedath Yitschac.
The views with reference to the restriction of the term Sharnairn on page 65, we
regard as quite satisfactory, recollecting that in verse 15 we find the expression
birkiang hashamaim where the two nouns raking (expanse), and shamaim
(heavens) are in the construct state, or in regimen;-by the lebrew grammarians
cealled piDo, and must be translated "in the expanse of the heavens." This
translation, however, would not imply that these two nouns necessarily con-

veyed only one idea, or represented only one thing, not more than the two nouns,
bayit (house, a thing), and rnelech (king, a person), would represent one thing
if we place them in the construct forn, and write beth hanelech, house of the

king. We must make a distinction between connexion of sense and identity of
sense. In this chapter on the atmosphere, the mistranslation of the authorized
version of rakiang by firmament after thefrmnanentum of the Vulgate, which is
but a translation of the erroneous onpEwpa of the Septuagint, and the old idea
of a solid firmament are thus exploded:-

"The notion of a solid or arched firmament was probably altogether remote from the
minds of these (Scriptural) writers. Such perhaps may have prevailed at the time when
the Septuagint translation was made, but I bave no hesitation in affirming that no trace
of them can be found in the Old Testament."

With reference to the next term examined, viz., arets earth, we find that
the definitions of " Archaia " mainly accord iwith those of the most esteemed
Hebrew writers:-

"It is indeed expressly restricted to the dry land in verse 10th ; but as in the case of
the parallel limitation of the word heaven, we may consider this as a hint that its pre-
vious mneaning is more extended. That it really is so, appears from the following con-
siderations : 1. It includes the deep, or the material from which the sea and atmosphere
were afterwards formed. 2. The subsequent verses show at the period in question no
dry land existed."

We would wish to add with reference to this word, that the Vav which isjoined
to arets, at the commencement of verse 2, should not be taken for what Gesenius
calls Vav consecutive or continuative of discourse. This Vav which is called by
the old Ilebrew Grammarians li.nn 'l Vav conversive, must not be confounded
with n'n i the conjunctive or disjunctive Vav, the position and punctuation of
whieh sufficiently designate it. In the instance before us, seeing that it is
pointed with (:)sheva, has the disjunctive tonie accent Rebiang and is beforeý

a noun, we should regard it as disjunctive and translate it as the Common Version
does in the parallel instance Gen. iii. 1. wrum velianachash, &., " Now the ser-
pent." iHere, as in Gen. i. 2, it is pointed with sheva, has a disjunctive accent
and isbefore a noun with the definite article. It may also be rendered " but,"
as the Anglican version very frequently and properly translates..

8
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In this connexion we would quote the following pertinent remarks of an able
critic. " There is no need of supposing that the first and second verses relate to
immediately continuous events. Moses frequently places events together, though
there were long intervals between. Thus in the second chapter of Exodus the
first verse begins: ' And there went a man of the house Levi, and took to wife
a daughter of Levi.' The second verse proceeds: 'And the woman conceived
and bare a son, and when she saw that he was a goodly child, she hid him tlree
months.' The connective and the Hebrew vav is the same as between the first
and second verses of Gen. i. There is as much reason for supposing the events
to be cosecutive (i. e. immediately consecutive) in the one case as in the other.
Now the child alluded to, as being born after this marriage was Moses. But it

appears he had a sister old enough to watch over the ark. He had also an older

brother, Aaron. There was then, an interval of some years between the first
and second verses, of which no intimation is given. We find it in other ways.
It is the style of the Bible thus to compress vast intervals into connected pas-

sages. No notice is given of things which it is not necessary to state." We will
only add in addition to this that Gesenius himself points out to us that the
books of Esther and Ruth commence with Vav-which surely cannot convey a
consecution of sentences, and in his examples of Vav consecutive, specially omits
the second verse of Genesis lst.

With Dr. Dawson's views respecting the word Elohin we cannot agree. Nor
can we join in his " wonder at the squeamishness which induced even Calvin to
make liglit " of the testimony to the doctrine of the Trinity presented in the gi'am-
matical form of this word. Being of those who consider that this doctrine should
not require the support which involves a violation of the evident rules of Hebrew

grammar, wC rather wonder that Christian theologians should not more generally
have thought like Calvin ; though it must be admitted that more modern critical
theologians pretty generally understand that it is entirely on other grounds that this

doctrine inust rest for support. Thus, whencver the plural termination of Elohim

has been appealed to in the good old fashioned controversies (sic) in those happy

days when theologians roasted each other at the stake, partly for the honor of

God and partly for daring to controvert in controversies to which they had been

invited to enter in a spirit of brotherhood and candor as then understood, we

find that an appeal to the plural termination of Elohim generally proved too
much, especially with those, who, like the Jews, maintained it to be apluralis

excellenti, and that the same termination was applied to individual man, or in

other words, to nouns that are evidently to be understood in the singular number
thus, e.g. Exodus 21,4; 22,11,where the plural "masters" (adonav) and "owners"
(bengalav) are unquestionably used for the singular form. But, besides this,
it would be difficult.to disprove by fair reasoning the faet that, even if this ter-
mination does teach a plurality of persons or natures in the god-head, there is
nothing in its grammatical form to indicate that three persons are meant more
than four, five, or a, myriad. This fact has mainly originated the idea of
the " primitive polytheism supposed by certain rationalists," referred to by
Dr. Dawson. Still less is there anything in the grammatical form of this word
to indicate the doctrine of a trinity in unity. And as it is with strict gramma-
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tcal araysis ana not with the theological interpretation of either Church or

,Synagogue that we have now to do, we are constrained to say that in this

instance Pr, Dawson has not exibited the saine strictly scientific exegesis which

has delighted and convinced us in other portions of his book. We readily admit,
however, that this is the only instance wherein we observe that Dr. Dawson

miakes philology and religion coincide in a way which lie almost immediately
ufterwards condemns (p.7 4 ), when geology and religion are made, or rather forced
to coincide by others. Writing of the Desolate Void, lie finds that "truth "
-obliges him to throw aside-which we are very willing he should-" the conve-
nient miethod of reconciliation sanctioned by Chalmers, Smith, Harris, King,

Hitchcock and mrany other great or respectable names, and on which so many
good men coinplacently rest," because a strict exegesis will not permit hini,
" suddenly to restrict " thc term arets in thc 2nd verse to a limited region, when
in the first it must mean the whole world. "Is not this supposition," he asks,
" contrary not only'to sound principles of interpretation, but alsd to common
sense: and would it not tend to render worthless the testimony of a writer to whose
diction such inaccuracy must bc ascribed. It is in truth to me beyond measure
surprising that such a view could ever have obtained currency; and I fear it is
to be attributed to a determination, at all hasards and with any amount of
to make geology and religion coincide,"

The next werd noticed is Yom. No doubt, the prevaient view of this word
has always been that it expresses the natural day, a period offour-and-twenty
hours. The contrary opinion that in the case before us it means a long pre-
tended period las, however, been held at a very early date by Jewish authorities.
Nachimanides some seven centuries since asserts that " the days of the Creator are
to be understood as of a thousand years eac." This view is also maintained by 11.
Samuel d'Urbino in his " Olel 3fonged," and by the most esteemed commentator,
Abarbanel, as may be s( en in his interesting remarks on Gen. ii., 4, where he
says "lit is verified by Lly writ, accepted from the words of our sages in many
places, and the ancient philosoplhers also believed in it." The thousand years here
referred to nay perhaps be taken to mean a long indefinite period,and so enployed
by Moses himself in Psalm xc., 4: "For a thousand years in thy siglit are but as
yesterday when it hath passed." Kimehi thus comments on this passage: "Our
pious sages refer the expression in thy siglit to God and not to the children of
men just addressed, and they say that the day of the Eternda is a th&ousand

,years," Compared with this remark of Kimehi, we may cite the following pas-
sage quoted by Dr, Dawson on p. 124, from the Institutes of Menii: Cc One thou-
,sand divine ages (equal to more than four millions of human years (are a day of
Brahma the Creator." Beside the commentators just mentioned we find that
Rashi (eleventh century) and Maimonides (twelfth century) vhose dicta are
in the present day more highly respected by Jews than those of their other
writers; who are, in fact, the chief authorities of the Synagogue in matters of
interpretation, both unite in aserting that all things were created on the

first yom or day, but that their proper aatures and due development were only
afforded them during the other five Yamim. These referenees te some of the
most esteemed authorities of the Hebrews will show that this people have by no
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means universally regarded the work of creation as having becn performed
in six days, days of twenty-four hours each, or that they have universally
understood Yom in the sense of an ordinary day. Their maxims "Searcli
and re-search the Scriptures for all shall be found there," and " Investigate and
you shall receive a reward " would warrant us in the conclusion that they would
not regard even a very general accord of Christian and Jewish theologians in
former times as a fact that should preclude further investigation in the present
day. Their involuntary testiinony, and that of St. Augustin and other Chris-
tian writers quoted on pp. 105 and 106 of "Archaia," offered before geology had
any existence among the sciences, will be sufficient reply to those who object that
but for the developements of geology, thcologians would never have discovered
that Yon means a long extended period.

Preliminary to a statement of the manner in which Dr. Dawson handles this
part of his subject, it is not our desire to exhibit the evidences against the literal-
day theory, many of which may be foand in Lewis's interesting work on the " Six
days of Creation." Yet, for our own part, we went to the perusal of this portion of
" Archaia " very seriously impressed with many insurinountable difficulties in this
theory, among which was a consideration of the work of the third day, when
there took place the transfer of the waters to their beds (which alone would
occupy a longer period than twenty-four hours) the elevations of the land, and
the earth able to produce vegetation, all within a period utterly inadequate, unless
accounted for by miracle,which course, as has been more than once shown,we must
reject as not being either in harmony with God's general operations nor with the
regular and orderly progress of events in the narrative. And we think it
difficult to conceive of aught but this same regular and orderly progress
when we proceed from the surface of our earth downward through the

various strata which the convulsions of the outer crust of the globe have
revealed to us, and mark how the various strata exhibit their own peculiar
relies, the debris of animal creations-succeeding strata differing from pre-
ceding,-so that the plants and animals of the lowest strata-the Paloozoic-

differ from any existing form-when we find these fragments of once living
plants and animals in all states of preservation from the exhumed " iMastodons
of Siberia witli hair and flesh yet remaining, to the stony casts from which all
traces of organie matter have long since disappeared. And when we mark the

gradual progress of animal and vegetable forms until existing gencra and species
begin to appear ; instead of recognising one sudden creation, we are led to bow our

hcad in awe and reverence at the mighty divine plan thus partially revealed to us

and which, extending through unknown ages, has involved many successive crea-

tions and distinctions, and with agradual majestic progress has reached the present

order of creation,' crowned by man who " was made but little less than Elohim."
Turning now to Dr. Dawson's views respecting yom we find, in the first

place, that by the Creator's naming his works, such as darkness, expanse, &c.,
he thinks the important purpose of a verbal definition was to be served; from

which he concludes that the day of creation is not the day of popular speech.

He notices that it is seldom used in scripture for the whole twenty-four hours

of the carth's revolution, and though lie does not consider it "a statement of
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the whole trutli" to aflirm, like some, that the civil day is the ordinary meaning
of the terni, lie admits that this is one of its ordinary ieanings. le shows
from many passages, that yom means an indefinite period, and replies to the

objection that beyom in Gen. ii. 4, is used adverb:ally, removing all grounds of
future objections by citing other examples where the word cannot be so used. A
terni equally precise as yom he thinks could not be found in the Hebrew Vocabulary
to express a long creative period. He proceeds on page 106 to reply to the
objections made against this view; and first, that the time of creation is given
as a reason for the observance of the seventh day as a Sabbath. This argu-
ment he answers, and finally disposes of by a quotation from Huglh Miller; to
which may be added that we do not find that God rested on the seventh day and
thercafter resumed his work ; but as his Sabbath period is extended even until
now from what we can learn to the contrary in scripture, his six working periods
must also have been extended ; and our week of seven days is merely symbolical of
the Crcator's week of seven extended periods-like the weeks of Daniel are sym-
bolical of extended periods. The Seriptures do not add " The evening and the
morning were the seventh day" because the termination of this seventh peried is
among those " secret things that belong to the Eternal". Our author next considers
the objection that evening and morning are ascribed to the first day. lHere,
while lie admits that the explanation of these ternis is attended with some
difficulty, he shows that this difficulty is not at all lessened by narrowing the day
to twenty-four hours. Ie notices some other objections " as specimens of the
learned trifles which pass current among writers on this subject, much to the de-
triment of sound scriptural literature." The way in which lie replies to one
objection we shall more fully notice, because we know that it is very com-
monly made by thoughtful persons, and is not confined to any particular
class of religionists, as we find it referred to in the Jewish translation of Genesis
already mentioned in these remarks. Dr. Dawson states it thus on p. 117.

" Though there is a general resemblance between the order of creation as described in
Genesis and by geology, yet when we look at the details of the creation of the organic
world, as required by this hypothesis, we find manifest discrepancy. Thus the Bible re-
presents plants only to have been created on ihe third day, and animals not till the
fifth; and hence at least the lower half of the fossiliferous rocks ought to contain noth-
ing but vegetables. Whereas in fact the lower half of these rocks, all below the carbo-
niferous, although abounding in animals, contain scarcely any plants, and these in the
lowest strata fucoids or sea-weeds. But the Mosaic account evidently describes flower-
ing and seed-bearing plants, not flowerless and seedless algo. Again, reptiles are des-
cribed in Genesis as crcated on the fifth day; but reptilia and batrachians existed as
early as the time when the lower carboniferous and even old red sandstone were in
course of deposition, as their tracks on those rocks in Nova Scotia and Pennsylvania
evince. Besides these footprints, bones of a reptile (.drchegosaurus) have been found in
the coal measures of Bavaria. Other reptilian animals (Dendrerpeton Acadianum and
Baphetes planiceps) have been found in the coal formation of Nova Scotia; Batrachian
remains have been observed in British coal shales, and in those of Ohio; and the skele-
ton of a reptile (Telerpeton) has been found in the old Red Sandstone of Morayshire. lu
short, if we maintain that Moses describes fossils as well as livingspecies, we flnd discre-
paney instead of correspondence betweeu his order of creation and that of geology.' lu
thils objeetion it is assumaed that the geological history of the earth goes back to the

117
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third day of the creation, or, in otheri words, to the dawn of organic life. Norze of the
greaterauthorities in geology would, however,now enture to make su ch au assertion and
the progress of geology is rapidly iaking the contrary more and more probable. The
fact is, that on the supposition that the days of creation arc long periods, the whole series
of the fossiliferous rocks belongs to the fifth and sixth days, aud that for the early plant
creation of the third day, and the great physical changes of the fourth, geology has no-
thing as yet to show, except a mass of metamnorphosed Azoic rocks which have hitherto
yielded no fossils."

Dr. Dawson quotes Professor Dana in further reply to these objections and
ineidentally shows that Dr. Buekland's thcory of placing the great eventsof Geo-
logy between the first and second verses of the Mosaie uccount, and wlich iet
with so nueh favor twenty-five years since, is now pretty well disproved by
Geology as he shows in a valuable article on the Huinan and Tcrtiary periods
in Appendix B. L next devotes himself to a statenent of the Cxterral evi-
donecs, which are, the evidently progressive character of creation, the conti-
nuance of God's irest, or severth day, and the testimnony of many ancient philo-
Sophical and religious systems. The illustration ot' these topies concludes this
mostimportant chapter of "Archisa".

The following chapters of this book have also their special interest; but wo
have extended our review of the former portions to such an uawonted length, that
we cannot do more than recommsend thei to the reader's attentive perusaL Es-
pecially do we recommnend the important chapter on the unity of the Humian
Race which we have found in the highest degree satisfactory and satisfying.. In-
deed we rise ficm the perusal of "Archaia"-with the conviction that its author has
executed the whole of his task well.-Well, because he bas written in accordance
with the golden Spanisl proverb " Ciencia es locura, si buen senso no la cura;"
-and our author's science is not that "madness" and folly whieh treats the
word of God as of less account than the word of m-an; but it exhibits the higher
" good sense" the truer wisdom-., the botter spirit, even that which animated
David when lie exclaimed "I H[ ow do I love thy law." Showing throughout that
tie cosmwogony of Moses, or rather of God, if properly studied and understood,
presents the only truc account of the origin of the Universe, that its anciet
details are in strict accordance with the teachings of modern scienc ;-
this book further teaches us that we nust not hope te attain a correct under-
standing of the scientifio passages of Scrîpture till the sciences themselves and
especially Geology are sufficiently advanced to enable us fully to explain tiein.
Our author bas exceuted his task well, because his " Studies" of the Hebrew
Scriptures have been directed by a proper adherence to those rules of exegesis
which revelation and philosophy have alike instituted. " All that is highest
of every species," says F. Sehiegel, "can only bie apprehended as it is at the
same time both logical and symbolical." A striet application of this princi-
ple bas evidently guided Dr. Dawson in bis interpretation of the sacred re-
cord. He first determines the meaning of the term, cither from the defini-
tion of the inspired writer himself, or from traditional interpretation, and then

lie adheres to the meaning of the word till either Moses himself gives a new
definition, or manifestly uses the word in a new sense. It may be thought
from what has been written that " Archaia" is an abstruse "dry book" ne
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Iikely to be read with as iuch pleasure as profit by the general reader. The
reverse, however, is really the case. Its details and arguinents are relieved by
imagination and poetry, and its style is always cleg:at, glowing with the au-
thor's inpassioned love of his subject. We mtarked as we read soie fer-
vidly cloquent passages; but we found that these so incrcased as we went on,
and we have already occupied so much space, that again we cannot do more than
refer the reader to the book itself.

In conclusion we may bc permitted to say that without desiring unduly to eu-
logise Dr. Dawson whose attainmenrts as an educationist and littérateur are suffi-
Ciently well known, we cannot but congratulate ourselves that this last inte-
resting production of his pen has appeared in our own community. It augurs
well for the future of Canadian Literatuire and Science. It speaks especially well
for the important educational Institution over which Dr. Dawson presides. It
proves that like a truc Alma Mater, she is nursing the infancy, or perhaps we
should ratier say naturing into strength the 'very youngest of the Sciences
committed to lier protection, while she does not omit to cherish the older and
more self-reliant objects of' lier carc-anong these, the study of the lan-
guage in which Moses wrotc, and which in his Inaugural Discourse, Dr. Dawson
advocates with an equal zeal. It shows plainly, indisputably, thtat the comapre-
iensive and liberal basis on which the University of MeGill College bas been
placed by lier enlightened Governors lias beei the proper and truc one; and
thonglh it nay have banislhed religious tests and all sectarianisni at the loud call
of the times, it lias not therefore excluded the spirit of truc picty. No ! to
AucrAu let the appeal be made, and then let the admission follow that in no
educational establishment in the old world or in the new, could the love of the
Supreme and a veneration for his word be more properly preached,, iore warnly
inculeated than they have been in this work of Principal Dawson who is neither
Priest, Minister nor Rabbi, but our man of science of whom the world, not
less than our own conviction, tells us we have just cause to be proud.

A word more as to the mechanical execution of the book. This has pleased
us vcry much. It really would sem as if publishers and printers had taken
counsel together concerning the excellence of the author's work, and bad deter-
mined that theirs should prove a worthy adjunet. The result of their efforts is
very creditable to them. We congratulate Messrs. Dawson & Son, who are also
the spirited publishers of tie " Canadian Naturalist " on this new proof of their
enterprise, and are glad to think that a very extensive circulation, both at home
and abroad, will be its reward. Both printing and binding are in Mr. Lovell's
usual style of excellence and good taste, and proves the capabilities of his house
for producing a handsone volume to be inferior to none on this continent.
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PERISCOPIC DEPARTMENT.

SURGERY.

ON GANGRENOUS PHLEGMON, AND DIFFUSED SUPPURATING PHLEGMON.

By PRoFEssoR Tmny.

in a recent lecture, delivered by M. Thiry at the Brussels Uuiversity, he referred to the
confounding by authors of different pathological conditions under the terms erysipe-
latous phlegmon, gangrenous phlegmon, phlegmonous crysipelas, and diffused phleg-
mon, treating of these as if they were one and the same affection. In the view %f the
case, crysipelatousphlegmon is an inflammation of the cellular tissue,followed by erysipe-
las or inflammation of the suprajacent skin-the inflammation spreading froma within out-
wards. It is just the contrary in phlegmonous erysipelas, in which inflammation commenc-
ing in the skin extends to the subjacent cellular tissue. The two conditions differ only
in their primary seat and mode of appearance ; and while erysipelatous phlegmon ex-
ists as a local manifestation prior to the appearance of febrile symptoms, these precede,
or at all events, accompany the establishment of phlegmonous erysipelas. After some
days the two affections lead to the same pathological consequence, and from that period
their progress, duration, and treatment, are identical.

The general principles for the treatment of inflammation and erysipelas being here ap-
plicable, M. Thiry dwells no longer upon this part of the subject but, next calls attention
to the differences recognisable between gangrenous phlegmon and difuse suppurating

phlegmon. Gangrenous phlegmon is inflammatidn of the cellular tissue terminating in
gangrene ; while diffused suppurating phlegmon is inflammation terminating in suppura-
tion, and becoming propagated from point to point to a distance from its origin, by vir-
tue of special anatomical dispositions. The pathognomie character of the former is im-
mediate gangrene, and that of the latter suppuration-gangrene, when it does appear
beinga complication. Gangrenous phlegmon almost always arises form a general cause,
and diffused phlegmon from a local one. The latter is only met with when resisting
aponeuroses present obstacles to the easy flow of pus, while gangrenous phlegmon May
be domiciled anywhere. The symptoms of the two affections have little resemblance
their course is entirely different, and the treatment they require, at all events at first, is
of an opposite character.

Jqnatomical Characters.--When an incision is made into a gangrenous phlegmon at an
early period, an abundant serosity is found infiltrated into the cellular tissue, giving this,
from the distension produced, an appearance of considerable thickening. The cellular
tissue presents a characteristic reddish appearance. At certain points it becomes torn and
detached in the form of small elongated masses, which may be drawn out in shreds
of varying length, exhaling a fetid, gangrenous odour. At a more advanced stage
pus is produced, this being the signal of the elimination of the eschars. The skin
covering the phlegmon, becomes in its turn gangrened in more or less extent, owing to
the destruction of the nutrient vessels emerging from the cellular tissue. Finally, there
remains, after the expulsion of the mortified tissue, an ulcerated surface, with detached
edges-the skin continuing attached to the subjacent parts only by organized bridles,
whiclh must be carefully preserved, or the integuments will be entirely deprived of nu-
trition. When we pass the bistoury into a commencing diffused phlegmon we find the
cellular tissue tumified and infiltrated, and vessels containing a reddish fluid traverse it
in all directions. The sanguinolent serosity soon gives place to pus in a state ofinfiltra.
tion, which at alater period, the meshes of the cellular tissue becoming torn, becomes col-
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lected in several little centres. The destructive action going on, these at last become
confounded together, and coustitute a large irregular cavity, traversed here and there
by some cellular partitions. Gangrenous phlegmon may arise wherever there is cellular
tissue, but is more commonly met with at the extremities than on the trunk. Diffuse
phlegmon is essentially subaponeurotic, and is very often met with in the hand and fore-
arm. It is usually developed along the vessels or nerves or muscular and tendinous
sbeaths ; and sometimes suddenly arises close to a comminutive fracture, or a wound of
a joint, especially the knee-joint.

Etiology.-In general gangrenousphlegmon is observed only under the influence of causes
affecting the entire economy, as, for example, the slow poisoning following a dissection
wound. Progressive debility. moral affections gradually undermining the system, or
a considerable anasarca may give rise to it, as also may urinary fistule or a fistuiu
in ano, when inducing a general " toxicohemia." When it follows external violence, a
careful examination almos L always shows that this bas only served to localise an affection
which otherwise would have manifested itself in some other region. Diused phlegmon
is a consequence of an external irritant, wounds, contusions, injuries of boues, or the
presence of foreign bodies. When it arises spontaneously, without apparent cause, it
seems still to precede rather than to follow the general morbid conditions observed.

Symploms.-In gangrenous phlegmon general spmptoms of a very alarming character
precerle the local manifestations. These latter present three distinct periods. In the first
there is pain of a severe, tense, pungent character; the redness soon assumes a
deep brown shade, the swelling is considerable, and the skin, easily depressed by the
finger, becomes covered with sanguinolent phlyctene. Next, black, gangrenous spots
appear bere and there, and there is a false sensation of fluctuation over a great extent,
frequently accompanied by crepitation.- The second stage is one of barsting and elimi-
nation, and the third is one of reparation, always a tedious process. In dif'used phleg-
mon the local symuptoms first appear. The finger, exploring the seat of pain, meets with
a dougby resistance, and the skin assumes a rose tint. After these signs bave mani-
fested themselves, shivering ushers in general symptoms ; and the pain, at first localized
irradiates along the limb, and becomes pulsatile. The swelling assumes larger and lar-
ger proportions, until it may involve the whole limb, and it is characterized by excessive
tension. The tendinous sheaths and vessels have acted as conductors to the diseased
process, and are now all dissected out by the destruction of the subaponeurotic cellular
tissue ; and after the ulceration of the surface a vast irregular cavity is exposed. After
the evacuation of the pus, naturally or artificially, the general symptoms, which had
acquired a frightful intensity, subside. Both affections are acute, and of prolonged
duration ; but,setting aside all complications,gangrenous phlegmon occupies mosttime.
Its devastations are greater, and the general condition is more difficult to combat.
Taken altogether, it is a much more serious affection than diffuse phlegmon.

Treatment.-The formation of gangrenous phlegmon,when announced by general symp-
toms, cannot be prevented, do what the Surgeon will, he having only the power of limit-
ing it, and favouring its termination. Diffuse phlegmon may be attacked with
advantage from the very commencement, and its establishment may be prevented.
Iarely, if ever, can antiphlogistics, whether general or local, be employed in gangre-
nous phlegmon, adding as they usually would, to the already too great debility of the
patient. As soon as the disease or traumatie lesion upon which the gangrenous phleg-
mon depends bas been treated, quinine should be at once resorted to. After a few days,
when any suburral condition of the alimentary canal is present, a grain or two of tartar
emetic, divided into two or three doses, and given in the form of lavement, is of great
advantage. Dupuytren practised numerous and large incisions at an early stage, but
the practise is not of use except vhen strangulation prevails; and even then the incis-
ions, though extensive, should not be multiplied, or the intervening flaps of skin will
themselves become gangrened, owing to the circulation and nutrition proving insuffi-
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cient. They are usually only required when suppuration is appreciable. After their
employment, cataplasms, tepid, aromatised baths, or aromatic injections [(as tinctures
of iodine, myrrh, or benzoin, spirit of camphor, and Labarraque's solution), are to be
continued until complete elimination bas taken place. Tonics and a good diet are

also required.
In the case of diffuse phlegmon we should at once without hesitation, make a large

and deep incision, comprising even a healthy tissue. The incision is to be followed by
a tepid, emollient bath; and the part having been covered with mercurial ointment, an
emollient cataplasm is to be applied, resorting also to compression of the limb from its
extremity upwards to the level of the incision. If the timidity of the patient opposes
early incision, a large number of leeches should be applied, and mercurial frictions,
followed by a cataplasm, may follow. In the robust, bleeding may be performed,
although usually a few grains of tartar emetie will prove of more eventual benefit,
and it may be employed in larger and longer-continued doses than in the case of gan-
grenous phlegmon. If the Surgeon bas not anticipated the formation of pus, he must,
as soon as this is recognised, evacuate it by a deep and large incision, so as to prevent
its destructive burrowing. After the evacuation the part is placed in a tepid bath.
Two or three times a day mercurial frictions are applied, the part then being covered
by a poultice, or enveloped in a bandage.-Presse Médicale Belge.

CASE OF COMPOUND COMMINUTED FRACTURE OF THE PATELLA.

Br J. LIvERGooD. M. D. Lancaster, Pa.

On the nineteenth day of February, 1859, a young man, named Patrick McKeefer, aged
about thirty-five years, was admitted into the Lancaster County Hospital under the fol-
Iowing circumstances:-

About eight or ten weeks previous to bis admission, while engaged in driving a stage
he was kicked by one of bis horses on the left patella, producing a compound comminu-
ted fracture of that bone. At the time of the accident, and for some time subsequently,
the hemorrhage from the wound was profuse. He was brought to this city and placed in
charge of a physician, but after being under treatment about four weeks, ha very impru-
dently left bis bed without the knowledge or consent of bis professional attendant, and
attempted, with the assistance of a crutch, to walk upon bis limb. The result of bis te-
merity, of course, was disastrous ; the imperfectly united fragments were again widely
separated, and the joint became stiff, swollen and excessively painful. He was again
placed under treatment, but circumstances occurred rendering bis removal to the hospi-
tal necessary.

On bis admission I found the knee stiff, very slightly flexed, exceedingly sensitive
upon the least motion, and so much distended by an accumulation offluid as to make it
almost impossible to distinguish-the number and sitnation of the fractured portions of
the patella. The slightest palpation of the tumefled mass afforded to the band, very
perceptibly. the sense of fluctuation, and the most prominent part of the swelling was
on the anterior part of the joint. His general health was excellent.

Although almost every expedient had been exhausted, previously to bis entrance into
the hospital, with a view of securing the absorption of the fluid contained in the joint
and a reunion of the fractured bone, it was deemed advisable, after consultation with
my colleagues, to make another attempt to preserve the patient's limb. I therefore gave
him alterative doses of calomel and opium, applied tincture of iodine, and carefully ban-
daged the leg and laid it in a splint. This course of treatment was sedulously perse-
vered in for about one week, but there appearing to be no visible improvement, and as
the fluid was beginning to burrow under the extensor muscles of the thigh, I 1,t once
made an incision into the joint and evacuated about twelve ounces of pus.
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Feb. 25th. Has not rested well; no appetite; and the accumulation of fluid is nearly
as great as before the joint hadbeen opened. Made another incision on the side oppo-
site to the first one, and removed ten ounces of purulent matter. As the matter had
invaded the interstices of the muscles of the thigh, there was considerable handling and

compression necessary in order to dislodge it from the sinuses in which it was deposited.
Ordered tonics, generous diet, and porter daily.

March 4th. A profuse sanious and unhealthy discharge going on from both incisions
and the synoval fluid has been for some time escaping. Notwithstanding the pa-
tient's health remains unimpaired, bis appetite is good, and his sleep is tolerably refresh-
ing. At this stage of the case I suggested the propriety of amputating the leg, keeping
in mind the great length of time since the injury was received-the exhausting effect of

the profuse and unhealthy discharge then going on-the many futile efforts, thus far
made to restore the limb to usefulness-and recollecting that South, in his translation
of Chelius, tells us that" compound fracture of the knee-cap almost invariably requires
amputation, as the injury producing it is so severe that there can be little expectation of
a satisfactory issue." I considered this case requiring and justifying the use of the knife.
But the patient not being willing to submit to this supposed dernier resort, I continued
the treatment as heretofore, and at the expiration of my term of hospital duty (first of
May), I had the unfeigned pleasure of seeing my patient discharged well, with ne other
inconvenience than that of a slightly anchylosed knee. He walks without a staff, is en-
gaged again in driving a stage, and says bis leg is "nearly as good as ever."

The above is a condensed account of this case as detailed in a paper read before the
Lancaster City Medical Society, and it furnishes us with another proof of the propriety,
when there is a preternatural accumulation of fluid in the knee-joint, of making an in-
cision and evacuating it. In the August number of the Lancet, there are recorded three
or four cases illustrating the feasibility of this procedure, and some of the cases, in many
respects analogous to the one above related.

MEDICINE.

THE HYPODERMIC EMPLOYMENT OF ATROPINE.

From the Foreign Correspondence of the Lancet, October 22,,1859.

At the Hôpital la Charité, Paris) M. Briquet, one of the Physicians of that Institution
bas been experimenting to some extent with the sulphate of atropine in the treatment of
deep seated neuralgic affections. These experiments I have followed with much interest
and attention, but I regret to state that the result has not been very satisfactory. Ho
employs the atropine in the form of a weak solution, the proportion being 60 centi-
grammes of the sulphate to dO grammes of water. The following is bis mode of proce-
dure:-A very fine trocar armed with a canula is plunged into the tissues in the
direction of the affected nerve, and as near the supposed seat of the diseased portion of
it as possible; the trocar is then withdrawu, and a small syringe previously charged
with the atropine solution is then fitted on to the canula-a small screw attached to
this syringe so acts on the piston that at each turn of the former one drop passes into
the tissues. In fuct, the entire apparatus is very similar to, and perhaps identical with
that invented by Mr. Pravaz, for the injection into varicose veins of the perchloride of
iron, with a view to their obliteration ; and seems exceedingly'well adapted to the pur-
pose. Eight drops of the solution are generally injected by M. Briquet as the minimum,
but the number of drops is increased to fourteen or fifteen in the course of a given time.
Should no decided impression be made on the neuralgic pains, in those cases where he
employs it, after seven or eight applications ho abandons this agent for some other plan
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of treatment. I have generally observed that the opposition shown by the patients to
its use is very considerable, in consequence of the disagreeable, and somewhat painful
feelings, caused by the atropine, and a good deal of coaxing on the part of the Physi-
cian is required ta induce them ta submit ta it. I do not allude ta the local effects of
the atropine, for these are but trifli.ig, consisting simply of sensation of heat and smart-
ing; but ta those effects produced on the systeni generally,-most commonly in the
course of balf-an-hour after each injection, the patient complains of sorcness and dryness
of the throat, rendering deglutition difficult; the breathing is more or less affected,
there is pain and difficulty in urinating, headache, and double vision, with confusion of
ideas; in fact, all the constitutional symptoms which are observed ta follow on a very
large dose of belladonna. These peculiar effects last for one or two hours, and are
succeeded by a feeling of general malaise, accompanied with loss of appetite, which
continues even during the following day. From one ta two days are generally allowed
to intervene between the applications. I bave seen this system of treatment employed
in some ten or twelve cases of sciatica, but with the exception of a partial remission of
the neuralgic pains in some three or four of them, no amelioration was observed ta
follow it. I bave been informed, that at La Pitié, M. Becquerel lias been more fortunate
than bis confrère M. Briquet bas been at La Charité, in bis experiments with this remedy;
but net having been an cye-witness of those conducted by the former, I cannot speak
positively on the point. In some future communication I may take an opportunity of
reverting te the subject. I liave also recently scea the same agent employed according
to this hypodermic method, in a case of obstinate and prolonged contraction of the
muscles of the leg and foot, following on an attack of hysteria. As the history of the
case is full of interest, I shall give it in a few words. The patient, a girl, twenty years
of age, of nervo-sanguine temperament, lias been subject to fits of hysteria since the age
of fifteen. Her mother, who died when the patient was young, is represented as having
been quick-tempered, and very irascible; and the father is at this moment in a mad-
bouse, where he bas been an inmate for some years. She has consequently inherited a
tendency ta nervous disorders from both parents. Within the last year the fits bave
become, net only more frequent, but also more severe; and they now assume the cpi-
leptie form. Six months ago, after a paroxysm of unusual severity, she became quite
blind, and during nine weeks could hardly distinguish night from day ; ber sight, how-
ever, gradually returned, and is now as perfect as ever. On another occasion, after a
second severe paroxysm, she completely lost the power of speech, but ber voice was
soon restored under the influence of Faradisation. Two months ago, the time at which
she was received into the ward of M. Briquet, she had a third severe attack, followed,
net as during the previous ones, by loss of sigbt or voice, but by complete anesthesia,
or loss of sensibility, of one entire side of the body, and by violent and continued
contraction of the flexor muscles of the riglit foot, giving it the form of the varus
club-foot. The anothesia was cured by Faradisation ; but all efforts made ta restore
the foot ta its normal position were unavailing. The injection of the sulphate of atro-
pine was tried for about a fortnight on every alternate day, and carried ta the extent of
fifteen drops at a time, with a view ta paralyse the contracted muscles, but not the
slightest benefit resulted. Faradisation ivas then vigorously employed almost daily for a
week or ten days, and was in the end so far successful in relaxing the contracted mus-
cles as to permit of the foot being placed almost in its natural position, in which it was
retained by means of a mechanical apparatus. I may mention, however, that as soon as
the apparatus was removed there was still a tendency ta the recurrence of the muscular
contraction, although not ta the sane extent as before the Faridisation was employed.
It is more than probable, that had the patient remained under treatment some time
longer, a permanent cure might bave been the result; but, tired of the régime of the
Hospital. she urgently requested ber discharge, whicli was accorded ber,
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PERICARDITIS AFTER SCARLATINA ANGINOSA.

Serious inflammations are by no means unusual occurrences in scarlatina. We lately
observed a case of pericarditis supervening upon the anginose form of the disease, of
which the following is a brief account from the notes of Mr. Schollick, one of Dr. Farre's
clinical clerks:-

The patient is a lad aged seventeen years, in Luke ward of St Bartholomew's Hospi-
tal. He had a well marked attack of scarlet fever with sore-throat, from whicb lie had
become convalescent, when lie felt pain in his cbest on the evening of the 8th October.
He was admitted into the hospital on the 10th, under Dr.Parre's care, when a pericar-
dial friction sound was heard over the nipple; the urine was not albuminous. A blister
was ordered over the seat of the pain, and a mixture of the acetates of ammonia andpo-
tass (fifteen grains of the latter), combined with tincture of henbane, three times a day.
By the next day the pain bad disappeared ; he slept well; bis skin was moist and cool;
pulse 78 ; tongue clean, but rather red; urine cloudy from the urate of ammonia, but
no albumen present. The friction sound was still audible over the nipple. On the
13th the sound had ceased, and the urine was found slightly albuminous : the heart's
action was stronger than usual. The increased action of the heart continued for a few
days longer, and gradually subsided to its natural standard, the friction sound had
entirely disappeared. No more pain was felt, and lie made a good recovery, and left the
Hospital.

The good termination of the case may in a great measure be attributed to its super-
vening upon instead of being coincident with the scarlet fever. There were no symp-
toms of hydrops pericardii. The most dangerous complications in scarlet fever are
those affecting the heart and brain; but all the serous cavities are liable to become
dropsical.-Lancet.

BRONZED SKIN.-DEATHI.-BOTH SUPRA-RENAL CAPSULES DISORGANISED.

(Under the care of Dr. PÂvv.)

A woman, aged 26, was admitted into Lydia's ward, under the care of Dr. Pavy, on
July 27. Her skin presented a marked example of the appearances characteristic of the
morbus Addisonii, and was"at once recognised as such by several independent observers.
She had been engaged in service, and brought with ber a letter of recommendation from
a gentleman in whose bouse she lad formerly lived. He used the expression,-"She
seems to have been overworked, and is now suffering either from heart-disease, or im-
paired digestive powers." We cite this in order to show the impression which her con-
stitutional symptoms had conveyed to an intelligent but non-Medical observer.

It appeared that the change of color had been noticed as gradually increasing for
eight months past. There had been no jaundice, and the sclerotics were of a pearly white-
ness. Her face, neck, and shoulders were of a peculiar dirty.olive tint. On other parts
of the body the color was not specially remarkable. She was not much emaciated.
While being questioned certain twitchings were noticed resembling those of chorea.
She hadbeen more or less ill for about a year, feeling weak and ailing, but without being
able to specify any particular complaint. She attributed her ailments to overwork. Soon
after lier admission vomiting set in, which persisted in spite of remedies, and produced
great prostration. Stimulants were freely used, but death took place on the 3Oth July,
four days after admission. At the autopsy no morbid appearances were found, except
in the supra-renal capsules. The following are the particulars of it as taken by Mr.
Moxon, the Demonstrator of Anatomy.

.dutopsy, tlirty-two hours after death.-External appearances-The hair and eyes dark;
complexion very dark; brown as bistre about the neck i; axillæ ; flexures of elbow-joints;
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elsewere, in parts, irregularly so: especially on the forehead, which was patched irregular-
ly with darker parts on a sufficiently dark ground. The patient's body was very well deve-
loped and in a good condition, with plump and muscular limbs. The lungs were dark, like
all the organs, which showed much the color of the blood, and there was statie engorge-
ment of the posterior parts, but the tissue was healthy. The heart was very soft and
dark coloured, but its membrane and valves were frce from evidence of disease. Tho
cavities contained clots. The peritoncum was healthy. The mucous membrane of the
stomach was normal, except a slight degree of ecchymosis at the cardiac end of the
stomach. Intestines were hcalthy. The liver, except that it was dark in colour and
fiabby, presented nothing abnormal. To its inner surface w-as adherent the right supra-
renal capsule, which, like its fellow, was embedded and lost in a mass which was
bounded externally by lymph, which occupied the cellular tissue originally surrounding
the capsule, and infiltrated the muscular structures bchind, the whole being a mass of
about the size of thrce segments of an ordinary-sized orange, and roughly of the same
shape. In section, the interior presented here and there patches of a yellowish-buff tint,
isolated by lymph, in a more or less softened state, in the centre of the capsule, A
quantity of encysted puriform fluid was found in the left capsule. They were about
equally afflected. The kidneys, even when closely in contact with the diseased cap-
sules, were quite unaffected and healthy, their containing fibrous tissues being non-
adherent.-Medical Times,

APPLICATIONS IN ACNE.

When the affection is slight and recent, after removing all causes which seem to
maintain it, we should always commence its treatment by stimulating, spirituous lotions
which may be employed tepid or even bot. When yery slight, a large teaspoonful of
the following solution, added to a glass of tepid water, may be applied night and morn-
ing :-1I Hydr. bichlor. gr. 1 ; alcohol, q. s. ; aq. dest. 100 parts. In certain forms of
acne, especially the punctuated and sebaceous, local astringents effect a certain cure,
M. Ferrat especially recommends alum or peroxide of iron-I Alum, 30 parts ; aquni,
300 parts. I4 Ferri perox. half-a-part; axung, 30 parts. It will be better to com-
mence with half these strengths, increasing them afterwards. The lotion may be
applied night and morning, and the ointment on going to bed. In severe cases, pro-
toiodide of mercury should be substituted for the iron, viz. protoiod. half-a-part, and
lard 30 parts. The dose of the protoiodide may be after-wards doubled; and if the
cure is long delayed, or imperfect, the bin-iodide must be substituted, employing from
one to seven grains every evening. In intense acne we may commence with the bin-
iodide.-Bulletin de Therap. Tome lvii., p. 270.

PERMANENT IRRIGATION IN WOUNDS.

Professor Nélaton opened his lectures, in the Clinique de 'Ecole de Médecine, by
presenting a case before his audience, the progress of which was watched with deep
interest during last summer.

A boy of the age of seventeen was brought into the hospital whose left hand had
been crushed between two cylinders of a printing machine. All the' carpal and meta-
carpal bones were bruisedthe radio-carpal articulation opened, and the extensor tendons
lacerated. The hand presented more the appearance of a bundle of disorganised tissues
than that of an organised limb. The only circumstance which gave some faint hope of
saving it was that most of the arteries escaped being torn. He, therefore tried the plan
ofpermanent irrigation. The hand having been put.into a piece of gutta percha, moul-
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ded so as to keep the lacerated portion in juxtaposition, cold water, conducted by means
of a tube from a vessel suspended over the bed, was kept dropping upon the hand for
upwards of two nonths, sphacelated portions being frequently removed, until the hand
was in a fit condition to be dressed by means of adhesive plaster. The boy bas now the
use of his hand, with only partial ancholysis of the wrist and some of the fingers.

In thus exhibiting the effect of permanent irrigation in contused wounds of the extre-
mities, Professor Nélaton remarked that this case is not an exceptional one, but that it
was the rule of his daily experience. By that agent he saved many a limb where for-
merly nothing but amputation would have been thought of. This practice was exten-
sively carried on twenty years ago, and with marked -uccess, by tbe late eminent army
surgeon, M. Baudens, at the Val. de Grâce.-Paris Corres. London Lancet.

NARCOTIC SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTION USED INSTEAD OF BLISTEIRING.

M. Trousseau lad, a short time ago, to treat a case of pleuro-pneumony at the Hôtel
Dieu, in which the general symptoms were completely absent, the physical signs, however
making it plain that the base of the right lung was affected. Rasorian doses of kermes
mineral were given-viz., fifteen grains the first day in two-grain pills, to avoid pustu-
lation of the pharynx; one drop of laudanum was also administered with eacli pill, to
prevent vomiting. In the present case, tolerance was established after the sixth pill.
This is also the manner in which M. Trousseau gives tartar emetic in Rasorian doses.
In the present case the patient complained of very severe pleuritic pain, for which his
physician ordered a subeutaneous injection, at the seat of the "stitch," of a solution of
sulphate of atropine [one grain to one hundred of waterj. Only four drops were injected
representing about one-fifteenth of a grain of the salt. The pain disappeared, but re-
turned the next day, when it vas intended to renew the injection.-La Gazette 3Méd.

DISCHARGE OF THE APPENDIX VERMIFORMIS FROM THE BOWELS.

Dr. Jackson related this unique case to the BostonMedical Society. A robust farmer,
aged 24, after suffering several days from voniting, and constipation, and symptoms
much resembling those of peritonitis became convalescent and passed a substance which
proved, on examination, to be without doubt the appendix vermiformis, measuring 3,
inches in length. It was in a fetid, gangrenons condition, and presented several
openings. Ie has continued perfectly well since, a period now of three years. The
line of separation is not transverse to the length of the appendix, but quite oblique,
and the edges have not the same sloughy appearance which is seen at about an
inch from the free extremity.--Boston Medical Journal

CASE OF HYDROPHOBIA SUCCESSFULLY TREATED WITH DRACHM DOSES
OF CALOMEL.

Br JonN E. H. LIGGET, M. D., of Middleburg, Carrol County, Md.

On Monday, the 16th July, 1851, I was requested by George MearingEsq., of Bruce-
ville, in this county, to visit his coloured girl, Maria, aged about 20 years, whom he sup-
posed to be labouring under the above disease. On my way te Mr. M.'s he gave me the

following history of the case : Some sixteen or eighteen days previously this girl, with his
little son, cight or nine years of age, was in the yard teasing a young dog that had been
unusually dull and morose for a day or two. Whilst holding her naked foot towards

him, the dog snapped her in the great toe, and immediately.sprang at the child, whom he

seized by the arm. The girl ran at once into the house with the child, whose cries
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quickly alarnied the family. Upon removing the clothing from bis arm, the indentations
of the dog's teeth were distinctly visible, but the skin was unbroken ; and as the girl said
nothing of the dog having snapped her, Mr. M.'s fears were quieted. He at once had the
dog chained in an out-house, where, in two or thrce days, lie died with all the symptoms
of rabies canina in its most virulent form. Some three days before I was called, Maria
complained of pain in the great toe, extending up the limb towards the body; at the
sane time, from being a very lively girl, she became dull, moody, taciturn and irritable.
Upon being closely pressed by lier master, she confessed that the dog had seized lier by
the toe, and that one of the tusks had penetrated betwecn the nail and theflesh, and had
drawn blood. Being alarmed, Mr. M. went to Littlestown, Pa., to procure a nostrum
(prepared by a noted empiric), which enjoys much celebrity as a prophylactic in this dis-
case. Upon procuring the article lie was told by the "doctor" that if the disease was
near development, she might, whilst taking the medicine, have one or two "fits," which
need not alarm him, as it would indicate that the remedy was producing a " proper
effect." He mus t persevere, and she would soon be relieved of all unpleasant symptom s.
Upon returning home le found the girl worse, and sie now complained of pain in the
epigastrium, witli slight stiffness of the muscles of the neck. He gave the Medicine ac-
cording to directions, and s.ure enough, after several hours, she lad a "fit;" after some
time another, and again another. He however, persevered until the following morning,
wben the medicine had all been taken, and the spasms were increasing, frightftlly, in
frequency and violence. He then called on me for assistance. I found her condition
to be as follows: Her mind is clear, and she is conscious of the approach of the parox-
ysms, of which she usually gives notice. Countenance anxious and despairing; pain in
the epigastrium, radiating towards the spine. Stiffness of cervical muscles increased.
Urgent thirst with inability to swallow fluids, which are immediately ejected with great
force. The tongue is white. Pulse 90, and rather tense. Respiration natural, except
during the paroxysms, when it is hurried and laborious. There is increased selivary se-
cretion, and she occasionally expectorates, with violence, small quantities of viscid mu-
cus,which appears to be thrown from the fauces. The convulsive paroxi sms are fre-
quent, and can at any time be excited by touching lier, by a current of air, or by the
sight of water or other fiuids.

I told lier master that the disease was, undoubtedly hydrophobia: that it had uniform-
ly proved fatal under all known systems of treatment, and that as I proposed to pursue
a course lie might deem hazardous, I should prefer, before commencing it, to have my
diagnosis fortified by the opinion of another physician. After requesting that Dr. Swope
of Taneytown, might be sent for, I scarified and cauterized the toe, directed counter-irri-
tants to the spinal column, and left her.

5 o'clock P. M. Dr. Samuel Swope saw the case with me. We found the paroxysms
still increasing. Morbid sensibility of surface excessive. Thirst so greatly increased
that she now calls constantly for water, the sight of which excites great horror and im-
mediate spasm. In the intervals complains of pain in the head. Intellect still clear.
Pulse 205, tense. Heat of surface somewhat increased. After a careful examination of
the case, Dr. Swope concurred in my diagnosis. He also assented to the plan of treat-
ment I proposed, though without any hope of averting the fatal result le anticipated.
She was now bled to the amount of c xxxvj, and ordered hydrarg. chlor. mit. 3 j, to be
repeated everyfour hours if the symptoms remain unabated. If the spasms decline in
frequency and violence the intervals to be lengthened to six or eiglt hours.

17th. 8 o'clock A. M. After the exhibition of the calomel last evening sie had one
spasm, after which the spasms ceased until two o'clock this morning, when they return-
ed with much violence. She thcn took 3 j, hydrarg. chlor. mit., and had an enema ad-
ministered (which produced but slight effect), after which the spasms again ceased. She
is now, 8 o'clock A. M., lying quiet, though in other respects ber symptoms are nearly
as they were yesterday evening. Ordered a drachm of calomel, to be followed by an
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enema of ol. terebinth. Thirst to be quenched with spoonfuls of crushed ice, which she

swallows with difficulty, ber eyes being closed to avoid the sight of it. She is kept

perfectly quiet in a darkened room, and all causes of irritation carefully avoided.

5 o'clock P. M. The bowels have been moved moderately, dejections nearly natural.

She has been free from the convulsive paroxysms until within the last hour when they
returned, but with less violence. R-Hydrarg, chlor mit. 3 j, to be repeated in eight
hours should there be any return of spasm. Continue ice ad libitum.

181h. Could not visit the patient this morning, but learned from Mr. M. that she bad
rested quietly since the last dose of calomel. Directed ice to be continued, and the

bowels to be moved by enema, ol. terebinth.
4 o'clock P. M. No return of convulsion since last report. Bowels bave been freely

moved by enemata, dejections green. Pulse 108, small. Tongue heavily coated. Some
beat of surface. Complains of burning pain in epigastrium with tenderness on pressure.
Thirst still considerable, but dread of fluids and inability to swa fow them continue.
Symptoms of approaching ptyalisn. R-Epispast, to epigastrium, and continue ice.

191h. 3 o'clcck A. M. Patient had a slight spasm yesterday evening shortly after I
left, whicli recurred in hialf an hour, when lier master gave lier hydrarg. chlor. mit. 3 ss

which qiieted lier till two o'clock this morning, when she complained of violent spasmo-
dic pains in the jaw and inferior extremities, when I was sent for. Ordered Tr. Opii 3 j,
to be repeated if necessary. Repeat enema.

5 o'clock P. M. Rested from the effects of the opiate until one o'clock this afternoon,
when, complaining of some pain in the jaw, she took tr. opii 3 ss, which gave ber
speedy relief. Blister bas drawn well, and greatly relieved the burning at the stomach.
Mouth getting decidedly sore. She can now begin to swallow fluids, though with diffi-
culty. Asked for food, and took a little corn gruel. As the bowels have not been
opened since last evening, gave ber 01. Ricini j, to be repeated every three or four
hours until the bowels are freely moved. Repeat anodyne should tbere be any nervous
commotion.

201h. 2 o'clock P. M. Bowels bave been freely moved, dejections dark green. Mouth
deeply ulcerated but dry, and ulcers rather livid in appearance. Bas been easy since
last evening, and slept pretty well during the niglt. Has taken corn gruel several times
to-day, and can now swallow fluids without much difficulty. Pulse 106, and weak. Ex-
haustion considerable. Ordered quinia disulph. gr. iij, with acid, sulph. aromat. dilut.
gtt. v. every three hours. Gargle the mouth frequently with infusion of white oak bark
and alum siveetened with honey.

21st. Evening. Salivary glands are discharged freely. Ulcers have assumed a
healthy appearance, and she appears to be decidedly improving. Continue treat-
ment.

24th. Ias continued to improve since last report. She is now lively and cheerful.
Appetite good. Evacuations natural. Mouth lealing.

The subsequent treatment consisted in the regular administration of nutritious diet,
tonics and laxatives, with an occasional anodyne, and she was discharged cured on
the 28th.

Remarks.-I related the above case, shortly after its occurrence, to a medical gentle-

man residing in an adjoining county, whose venerable years and high professional at-
tainments command the respect of all who know him. Re expressed the opinion-that I

was mistaken in my diagnosis, and gave as his reasons-first, that the patient was a
female, and secondly, that the case did notterminate fatally. He assumed-from the sex of
the patient that it was a case of that protean disease, hysteria, simulating bydrophobia.
He frankly added that had the patient been a male, or had she died, lie would bave feit
himseif constrained to acknowledge it to have been a case of rabies. Now, as other
gentlemen may be inclined to entertain similar objections, it may be proper to endea-
vour to dispose of them in the outset. And first; Is it true that poisons-animal, vege-
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table or mineral-have their action upon the human organization so inodified by usJ
that they will produce in thefemale diseases which, although apparently identical with
those excited in the male, are, nevertheless, mere counterfeits, less formidable in their
nature and more amenable to the resources af science ? Will the virus of the rattle-
snake or the viper, or the exhalation from the Pontine marehes, produce in the female
affections similar in their phenomena yet difering in their nature, from those produced in
the male ? The records of medicine, so far as I am aware, furnish nothing to sustain
such an assumption. Why, then, shall the virus of a rabid animal produ ce in the female
a disease presenting all the appalling characteristies of hydrophobia, but which, never-
theless, we must take it for granted is only hysteria, because the patient is a fcmale ?
Such a doctrine would forever unsettle our diagnosis, not only in hydrophobia, but in
all otherforms of nervous discase in females. For instance, if a woman receives a wound
in a tendinous part, which after some time, is followed by symptoms of tetanus, who
shall say that it is not, in reality hysteria assuming that disguise ? 3More particularly
should the patient recover. That in this case I have reported, the disease wvas produced
by a poison deposited in the wound when inflicted, will I think scarcely be doubted.

The second objection presupposes that hydrophobia is essentially, and in its very nature
incurable. To argue that, because certain diseases bave hitherto resisted the best direct-
ed efforts of medical science for their relief, they are, therefore, necessarily incurable, is-
to say the least of it, illogical. Our want of success may, more rationally, be attribu-
ted to ignorance of the pathological conditions existing in this class of diseases, and
consequent inability to employ proper therapeutic agencies for their removal. This is
unquestionably, the case in bydrophobia. Then can it be cause of astonishment that in
the present state of our knowledge (or rather ignorance) of this malady we should be
totally at fault in establishing proper indications for its cure ?

The views which have forced themselves upon the writer, as being most in conformity
with the known phenomena of the disease, are as- follows:-

1st. The hydrophobie virus is an irritantpoison whose action is directedprimarily and
directly, on the great nervous centres, producing a perversion of their action upon the
entire organization, and thus, secondarily and indirectly, deranging the functions of the
other organs of animal life.

2d. This virus, when deposited in a wound, remains for an indefinite period of time,
locked up at the seat of injury, harmless and inert, until some exciting cause (of the
nature of which I shall not hazard even a conjecture) occasions it to be absorbed into the
circulation, whence it is carried to the brain and spinal cord to initiate its work of suf-
fering and death.

3rd The primary effect of the poison on the cerebro-spinal system is to depress its ac-
tion. This is succeeded by great exaltation of the sensibility and irritability of the
nervous system, which progressively increases until there is a total exhaustion of the
vital forces, and death results from asthenia.

4th. The dread of water or other fiuids results from the suffering produced by the
effort to swallow them-such an effort producing violent spasms of the muscles con-
cerned in deglutition.

5th. The increased flow of saliva appears to be a conservative effort of the vis medicatrix
to eliminate the poisonfrom the system through the glands engaged in its secretion.

This is a condensed statement of the views I have been led to entertain in relation to
this disease. A very few observations in explanation and support of them may be per-
mitted me. That the action of the poison is directed primarily on the brain would ap-
pear from the fact that, in the first stage of the disease, the functions of the circulatory,
respiratory, and digestive systems, seem but slightly, if at all, impaired ; whilst dulness
and pain of the head, dejection of spirits, increased irritability of temper, restlessness,
unusual timidity, which causes the patient to start at every sound, with a general feel-
ing of malaise, undoubtedly indicate a morbid condition of the nervous centres. That
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the symptoms which accompany the second stage (and which it is unnecessary.to reca-
'pitulate) are clearly referable to morbid or perverted innervation, is, I presume, unques-
tionable. The pathological appearances after death, uncertain and inconsistent as they
are, bear me out in this conclusion.

Many writers upon this disease suppose that the poison is locked up at the seat of
injury during the period of incubation. That it produces its morbid effects upon
the system through the medium of the nerves, with the sentient extremities of which it
lies in contact; and they generally concur in the opinion that it is not absorbed, because
no traces of pain, swelling, or tenderness, exist in the lymphatics or absorbent glands.
Now, if the hydrophobie virus produces its effects through the nerves with which it is in
contact, how shall we account for the long period of incubation between its deposition
in the wound and the appearance of the disease? Would it not be more reasonable to
suppose it would act at once upon coming in contact with the nervous filaments, espe-
cially as from recent laceration their sensibility and excitability would be morbidly
inereased ? The absence of disease in the absorbent system will not militate against the
doctrine of absorption if the hypothesis be admitted that the poison is an irritant whose
effects are exerted directly upon the nervous centres, affecting the other animal fune-
tions, indirectly, through the perverted action of those centres. Neither will the appear-
ances of inflammation, frequently fonnd in various organs after death, prove fatal to the,
views here advanced. These appearances are, doubtless, deceptive, and are produced,
not by inflammation, but by simple capillary congestion. The brain, pharynx, sto-
mach, and air-passages, are the usual seats of these appearances; yet where, during
life, are the symptoms that would indicate acute inflammatory action in these organs ?
The absence of delirium, hoarseness, cough, and dyspnœa, and of extreme gastrie irri-
tability, sufficiently refute the idea that these appearances are due to inflammation. It
is more probable that the terrible muscular convulsions to which the patient is subject,
by their disturbing effects upon the organs of respiration and circulation, favour the
accumulation of blood in the capillaries, and thus give rise to these morbid appearances.
But a more powerfnl argument in favour of the doctrine of absorption may be found in

the fact-now generally conceded-that the virus is contained in the saliva. through
which it is propagated from one animal to another. Now, as ail the secretions are de-
rived froin the blood, how could this poison be found in the saliva unless first absorbed
into the blood ?

The positions assumed in my third proposition are, apparently, so well sustained by
the symptoms of the first and second stages that to enter upon their discussion in this
paper would seem to be unnecessary, involving, as it would, much useless repetition.
But as differences of opinion may, and doubtless do, exist as to the immediate cause of
death, a word or two in that connection may not be inappropriate.

It is contended by some writers that death is occasioned by an arrest of the respira-
tory processes, or asphyxia. That hydrophobia does, sometimes, terminate in this way
in consequence of severe and prolonged spasm of the glotlis, will not be denied. But
that such is the natural or even usual manner in which the fatal result is produced, I
am by no means prepared to acknowledge. That the natural tendency of great and
prolonged irritation of the nervous centres is to occasion an exhaustion of their excita-

bility, and consequent extinction of the functions of animal life over which they preside

will, I apprehend, scarcely be controverted. That such prolonged irritation of the ner-

vous centres does exist, in its highest form, in this affection, is abundantly manifested
by all the phenomena which attend its progress. Besides, many cases are on record
where ail muscular commotion had ceased some time anterior to dissolution, and where

death was evidently the result of a total exhaustion of the vital forces. I feel bound,
therefore, to assume this to be the natural and usual mode in which death is produced,
unless interrupted by the casualty adverted to.

That the dread offluids is occasioned by the spasm of the muscles concerned in de-
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glutition, which an attempt to swallow them excites, is not a new opinion. It bas been

held by many of the ablest writers on the disease. But whyfluids should, preferably,

or in a greater degree, excite spasms than solids, I am unable to explain ; unless, indeed

(in the state of exalted excitability of all the senses during the second stage of the dis-
ease),the oscillatory motion of fluids, or their more sudden diffusion throughout the buc-
cal cavities should prove to be the cause. The solution of this problem, however, I Icave
to olderand wiser heads than my own.

The increased flow of saliva appears to be a conservative effort of the vis medicatrix
to eliminate the poison from the system, through the glands engaged in its secre-
tion.

From the novelty of this proposition (which, so far as I am awarc, is exclusively my

own), it will naturally be expected that it shall be supported by an elaborate beries of
arguments tending to sustain its pretentions as a scientific truth. Candor comapells me

to acknowledge my inability to do this in a manner satisfactory even to myself; and

were it not that it is the keystone upon which my indications of cure are based, I sbould

hesitate long before committing it, thus unsupported, to the tender mercies of the pro-
fessional critic.

Yet, however erroneous it may prove to be when tested ii the crucible of scientific

analysis, with the results of my single successful case in view, I shall continue to cher-
ish it as truc until its fallacies are demonstrated. I am aware that high authorities have
denied the existence of increased salivary secretion in hydrophobia, because no evidences
of disease in the glands can be detected. They infer that the frothy fluid which flows
from the mouth, or adheres to the lips of patients and animals, is derived from the air-
passages; and refer, in support of this view, to the fact that large quantities of a similar
fluid are frequently found in the bronchial tubes and air-cells of the lungs after death.

To argue that because a secreting organ may not have manifested signs of disease,
therefore its secreting power could not have been increased, is illogical and contrary to
well-known facts in medical science.

As to the assumption, that the frothy fluid which flows from the mouth is formed in, and
proceeds from, the air-passages, it will, I apprehrend, require more evidence than ias
yet been adduced in its support, to entitle it to much consideration. In ail the cases of
hydrophobia I have seen upon record, I have yet to observe among the symptoms enu-
merated, any reference to the physical signs indicating accumulations of fluid in the air-
passages of the lungs. Surely had such accumulations existed before death, the physi-
cal signs denoting them would have been sufficiently prominent to have claimed for them
special attention. But, again, if the frothy fluid be formed in the bronchial tubes, it
must, before reaching the mouth, pass through the trachea and larynx. Could it do so
without exciting violent paroxysms of spasmodic cough and dyspnoa ?

Reasoning, then, from these general deductions, I assume that there is increased
salivary secretion, that this secretion contains the virus by which the disease is produced
and which is separated frorm the blood by the secretory action of the glands. Hence, I
infer that the increased action of the glands is a conservative effort of nature to rid the
system of the poison. Now, if these assumptions be correct, what are the plain and
palpable indications they suggest for the management of the disease ? Clearly, first, to
reduce, if possible, the extreme excitability of the nervous system, the continuance of
which occasions rapid exhaustion of the vital powers and death; and, secondly, to follow
the path pointed out by nature, and endeavour to aid her in her efforts to expel the poison
from the system through the channel she bas indicated.

But where are the remedies capable of fulfilling these indications? If we are to rely
on the recorded experience of the past, we shall find this a most difficult question to
answer. Bloodletting, mercury, the whole. class of narcotics and antispasmodies, bave
in turn been tried, and thrown aside as useless. Indeed, the entire Materia Medica bas
been laid under contribution, and almost e rery article possessing any activity bas been
resorted to, with the same unvarying results.
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Where, then, are we to look for an agent capable of controlling this formidable dis-
ease ? MERcuRY I believe to be the remedy for hydrophobia. But to be efficient, it muet
be carried to the full extent of its constitutional pbowrers, by which we shall be enabled to
fulfil the second indication I have laid down for the treatment of the disease. But the
query, "I ow are we to accomplish the first indication ?" naturally presents itself; and I
answer, I With the same remedy--mercury 1" In the autumn of 1849, I witnessed the
surprisingly prompt effects of calomel, in doses of sixty and eighty grains, ln arresting
the spasmodic action of the muscles, and checking the vomiting and purging attending
two cases of cholera which occurred in my practice-this, too, after a fair trial Iad
been given to calomel and opium, administered every half hour, in the usual doses, and
when the patients were livid and nearly pulseless. From the results in these cases, I
was led to suppose that calomel, in large doses, migit prove as efficient in restoring tie
equilibrium of the nervous system w-hen disturbed, as it is la equalizing the circulation
lu some other form of disease. From the notes of Maria's case, it ivill be perceived that
the convulsive paroxysms were suspended for a period of eight hours after the first dose
of calomel ; and after the third dose nearly twenty-four hours elapsed, during which she
was entirely exempt from them. It was not, however, until the full constitutional effects
of the medicine were obtained that. they entirely disappeared.

Since 1 commenced this paper, my attention las bean attracted to a case of hydro-
phobia, reported in 1811, by a Mr. Tymon, a surgeon in the East Indies, who clains to
have cured the patient by large abstractions of blood. He says, ' I began by bleeding
him until scarcely a pulsation could be felt in either arm." But he adds, " Opium was
afterwards given, and the patient salivated wilh miercury." In my case, it will be ob-
served, bloodletting was also practised, thougi not to the same extent as in the case
treated by Mr. Tymon. I resorted to it, however, with no expectation that, of itself, it
would exercise the sligitest controlling influence over the disease ; but simply for the
purpose of obviating any tendency there night be to cerebral congestion, and for the
fartier purpose of promnoting the more rapid absorption of the mercury, by les§ening the
mass of the circulating fluids ; and these, I apprelhend, were the only beneficial effects
produced by the large abstraction of blood in Mr. Tymon's case.

Insusceptibility to the action of medicines is a marked feature in this disease. Almost
incredible quantities of opium and other narcotics have been given, without producing
even the slightest degree of narcotism. This fact should be borne in mind in our efforts
to bring patients under the constitutional effects of mercury; together with the addit-
ional fact that, from the rapidly fatal character of the disease, but little time is given in
whichi to effect this object. By giving calomel in the doses here recommended (if my
theory of its action on the nervous system be correct), we not only retard the fatal ex-
haustion resulting from the extreme excitability of the nervous centres, and thus gain
time, but we rapidly saturate tie system with the medicine and obtain its speriic ef'ects
in a much shorter period than by the ordinary mode of administering it.--.american
Journal of the Medical Sciences. Jan. 1860.

MIDWIFERY,

SICKNESS OF PREGNANGY.

Dr. C. E. Bagot calls attention (Dublin Med. Press, Oct. 12, 1859) to the employment
of calomel pusled to slight salivation as a most successful mode of relieving this some-
times intractable and dangerous affection: a practice which ha recommended lu 1846.
In that year he bad under his care a woman labouring under tht extreme form of sick-
ness from pregnancy which placed life in tihe most imminent jeopardy. I had tried al
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the usual remedies suggested in such cases, and found them one after another to fail in
producing any relief. Although there were no symptoms -whatsoever which would make
me suppose that any inflammation was either the proximate or remote cause of the sick-
ness, I resolved to try the effects of mercury, and having had some experience of the
powers of calorel in allaying other forms of vomiting, I fixed on the administration of
this preparation steadily persevering in its use until ier gums showed appearances of
salivation, which they did in a very short time. This treatment resulted in the best
effects. Immediately that slight food remained on the stomacli, the patient rapidly re-
covered, and was in due time safely delivered of a full-grown infant.

The sickness of this patient, Dr. B. says, was of the very worst form, ber symptoms
were so urgent that he despaired of ber existence being prolonged ; ber prostration of
strength was excessive; her emaciation extreme; lier pulse a small thread; she had no
tenderneïs in the epigastrium; neither had she pain in the region of the womb, nor the
least uneasiness on pressure over that organ; she lad no febrile or inflammatory symp-
toms, and yet the most complete relief followed the exhibition of the mercurial pushed
to slight salivation.

lu two subsequent pregnancies this patient suffered equally from the same urgent
symptoms, and on both occasions she was relieved by the same medicine.

INVERTED UTERUS REPLACED APTER A LAPSE OF NEARLY TWELVE
MONTHS.

Da. CHARLES WEsT reports (Ned. Tines and Gaz., Oct. 29, 1859), the following case
of this :-

A. A., aged 25, applied at the out-patients' room of St. Bartholomew's Hospital,
August, 27, 1854, when she gave the following history of herself:-

She had been married five years, and had giv'en birth to two children, of whom the
former was born after a natural labour two years and a half since ; the second on Octo-
ber 16, 1858. The child in this instance also was born alive after an easy labour, but
the placenta was retained for three and a half hours, during which time very great
bemorrhage took place, and in consequence of it the patient became insensible, and
was, therefore, unable to say whether it was eventually removed by hand, or expelled
by the natural efforts. She was left by her labour in a state of such extreme weakness
that she was quite uiable to suckle ber child; and suffered in addition from much pain
in the abdomen and diarrhoa. These ailments conflned lier to bed; and at tie end of
five weeks Phlegmasia Dolens of the riglit leg came on, for which leeches were applied,
and other treatment was adopted, until, at the expiration of seven weeks, she sought
admission into the London Hospital, where shexemained for a mionth, and left the lios-
pital much benefited as far as that ailment was concerned.

Soon after leaving the hospital, and about three months after confinement, the menses
first reappeared. Prom the first they were profuse, and intermingled with coagula;
they lasted longer than natural, and returned more frequently, and for some time she
had completely lost count as to when ber periods were due, so frequent, was their
return, so almost constant their presence, while an abundant yello«wish leucorrhoea ap-
peared immediately on the cessation of the sanguineous discharge. The return of the
hemorrhage compelled her on each occasion to keep ber bed; but in spite of this pre-
caution she had been reduced by it to a state of the most extreme exhaustion ; ber skin
was sallow, ber pulse very feeble, and very frequent, and she had the aspect of a patient
suffering from advanced malignant disease.

On making a vaginal examination, a tumour of an oval form was discovered hanging
down for about two inches and a half through the os uteri, which closely surrounded,
but did not constriet it. Suspicion was raisei as to its nature by finding that lhe pedi,
cle of the tumour was of the same thickness as its extremity, and also by the fingera
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wh-en passed up bebind it encountering a cul-de-sac, as if the uterus, with the exception
of its orifice, were inverted. Hemorrhage was not excited by the examination, but a
rather abundant blood-stained purulent leucorrha. The patient was at once admitted
into the hospital, and on the 29th the diagnosis was established by the following means:-

1st. The uterine sound carried round the pedicle of the tumour encountered resis-
tance to its further passage all round at the distance of half an inch. The finger, though
introduced easily behind the tumour, could not be passed in front of it, as the anterior
lip was too closely in contact with it.

2d. The fingers introduced into the rectum could without much difficulty be carried
above the fundus of the tumour, showing that the body felt pervaginam was not an
out-grovth from the uterus, but the uterus itself in an altered position.

3d. If while one hand was in the vagina the other vas pressed firmly over the symp-
hysis pubis ; at first, no body was felt between the two hands. Pressure made against
the tumor in the vagina, however, brought it before long witbin the grasp of the other
hand, vhen it was possible, through the thin abdominal valls, not only to distinguish
its contour, but even to perceive the circular depression in its upper part which indi-
cated the point of inversion of the womb.

Dr. Tyler Smith's case suggested an imitation of his proceedings, and, accordingly,
after efforts made with the hand by grasping and compressing the womb to restore its
position, or at lcast to render it more yielding, an air-pessary was introduced into the
vagina and inflated to as great an extent as the patient could bear. On the following
morning the os uteri was found much more dilated, and its tissue much more yielding,
so that the fingers could now be passed all round the tumour with case, and everywhere
discovered the inversion of the substance of the womb. Manipulation of the inverted
uterus was repeated daily until the 5th of September, and the pessary, was on each
occasion reintroduced and reinflated, with the exception of one day, on which it was
discontinued, in order to obtain relief for the bowels.

It did not seem, however, that much was gained by the proceedings beyond that
increased dilatation of the os which was obtained by the first introduction of the pes-
sary. The vaginal walls, indeed, were rendered more yielding by the extension to which
they had been subjected by the pessary, so that the whole uterus admitted of being
pushed up in the pelvis more readily than before, but no change was effected in the
relation of the inverted body itself. A very offensive leucorrhœa had been excited by
the pessary, and its distension had occasioned a very painful stretching of the vagina;
but in spite of this the patient's health was already much better than at the time of ber
admission; she had already gained strength, and ber complexion had lost something of
its sickly hue.

I now attempted to modify the instrument, and had a pessary constructed so as to
expand at its upper third more than elsewhere, in order to avoid needless stretching of
the vagina ; while it was fitted, by means of a wire stem, to a girdle which encircled
the body in order to obtain a fixed point from which the pressure should act; a condition
altogether absent in the air-pessary as at first employed.

This was first tried on September 20, the patient having remained since the 5th with-
out any attempts at the replacement of the organ. Some advantage seemed to be gained
by the pessary thus modified. It retained its position well, and seemed to produce less
discomfort, and to cause a less profuse and less offensive discharge. Still it did not
appear to exert any influence on the uterus itself, its force being rather expended in
stretching the vagina.

After a few days' trial, I accordingly removed it, and had another constructed of
smaller dimensions, under the impression that if it were introduced within the os uteri
and there inflated it was more likely to expand the uterine walls, and thus to replace
the organ than by any mere pressure exerted from below upwards against the fundus of
the womb. On October 3, this new apparatus was introduced for the first time, and
though no effeet was produced in the first twenty-four hours, it was reintroduced on the
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4th, and allowed to remain for forty-eight hours in its position. On the 5lth, the patient
complained of a good deal of pain in the abdomen, though not of more than she had ex-
perienced on some former occasions ; and it was with a feeling of glad surprise that, on
the 6th, it was discovered that the organ bad resumed its natural position.

The os uteri was widely open so as readily to admit two fingers, and its lips were
much swollen, the uterine sound passed nearly three and a half inches, and the womb
was now felt in its natural position by the hand placed over the pubes. The patient
was kept quiet in bed, and, for the next twenty-four hours, the urine was drawn off by
the catheter. On the 7th, the sound ascertained that tle womb still retained its proper

position. Menstruation came on the evening of that day, and continued scnnHily until
the 11th ; and on the l3th, the sound discovered the uterus to have somewhat contracted,
and now to measure scarcely three inches ; and on the 181, the patient left the hospi-
tal apparently in perfect health, and having walked about for some days without incon-
venience.

Dr. West makes the following remarks on the best mode of employing the air-pessary,
which may be of use to those who hereafter neet with a similar case:-

" lst. Neither in this case nor in another which came under my care, some ten years
ago, did any benefit appear to result from. manipulation of the womb, or from any at-
tempts with the hand to replace the organ, or to reduce its bulk. The utility of such
endeavours will, I apprehend, be limited to instances of recent inversion, or to iliose ex-
ceptional cases in which the womb remains comparatively yielding and fiaccid some
weeks after the occurrence of the accident, as il appears to have donc in those reported
by Dr. Belcombe, and Dr. Miller.

" 2d. Many inconveniences attend the employment of the common air-pessary, partly
from the want of some fixed support to retain it in its place, and partly from the circum-
stance that the pressure it exerts being equal in all directions, a most painful distension
of the vagina is inseparable from any attempt to exert efficient counter-pressure against
the inverted womb.

" 3d. This disadvantage may be easily overcome by means of a belt to fasten round
the waist, the anterior half of which, made of steel, serves as a fixed point for a metallic
wire, which is attached to a small wooden disk or cup that bears the pessary. The pes-
sary itself, made of vulcanized India-rubber, and in this instance four inches long by
five in circumference at its middle, was rendered comparatively inelastic at its lower
half by the introduction of several layers of linen between the folds of the India-rubber,
while no such material intervened to prevent the full expansion of its upper half when
it was filled with air by means of the syringe through the clastic tube that 'as con-
nected with it. By this means continued pressure was exercised against the fundus of
the inverted uterus, without painful distension of the vagina.

Il 4th. I ama uncertain as to the exact mode in which the replacement of the uterus
is effected, and doubt whether it is due to the direct pressure of the pessary against
the fundus of the uterus, so much as to the unfolding of the uterine wall by the instru-
ment when introduced into the shallow cul-de-sac within the os uteri, formed by the still
uninverted portion of the cervix. If this supposition be correct, one's endeavour in any
future case would be, first, to introduce a small pessary -within the os, in order to dilate
the aperture, and to follow this up by the employment of one somewhat larger, with
the view of thus unfolding the wall of the organ, rather than to force the fundus up-
wards by direct pressure against it."

THE RISK TO LIFE OF FIRST AND SUBSEQUENT PREGNANCIES.

Dr. R. Barnes at the December meeting of the Obsteterical Society of Lon-
don wished to draw the attention of the Society to the determination of the
question as to whether first pregnancies were to be considered as more hazardous to life
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than subsequent ones. The question was one of great interest as bearing npon life
assurance. It was not sufficient to know the amount of risk for all pregnancies, which
we were at present, indeed, in possession of. Exeluding deaths from puerperal fever,
the Dublin Hospital statistics showed that 1 in 100 of primipara died, and 1 in 200 of
the multiparS. But as the statistics of private practice only were capable of affording
satisfactory information, he would suggest that the Fellows of the Society be invited to
contribute to the settlement of the question. A tabular form for the purpose ie sub-
mitted to the Society.

Dr. Tyler Smith agreed with Dr. Barnes as to the risk incurred by women in first
labours, but it was the custom of the insurance office with which lie was connected-
the New Equitable-to assure the lives of healthy women pregnant for the first or any
other time at the ordinary rates. The rates of life assurance were framed upon the
average duîration of life in average lives. At all agesr the expectancy of the continu-
ation of life was somewhat greater in the female than the male ; so that they wecre the
best lives for assurance. As regarded the question of married or single women, there
could be no doubt that there were certain risks incidental to ehild-birth, but single and
childless women were subject in an increased degree to certain disorders of the nervous
system, and to uterine and ovarian tumours, which rendered them, if anything, less
eligible than child-bearing wonen for life assurance.

Dr. Murphy believed the principle of the New Equitable Society to be the correct one.
The statisties of the Dublin Hospital were not applicable to the settlement of this
interesting question for special stated reasons ; and, in fact, arguments based on sta-
tistics generally required to be received with very great caution.-Miedical Times.

NORMAL HYPERTROPBY OF TEE HEART DURI1'G PREGNANCY.
Mr. Larcher has Iad ample means for investigating this subject at the Paris Maternité

for he has examined 130 pregnant women, the greater number of whom suceumbed to
puerperal fever-no lesion having preceded or given rise to the condition of the beart
observed in them. The conclusion he comes to is. that the heart is nîormally in a state
of hypertrophy during gestation. The walls of the left ventricle become increased by at
least from a fourth to a third in thickness, its texture being also more firm and its colour
more bright-the right ventricle and the auricles retaining their normal thickness.
These observations, made by M. Larcher, date back some thirty years, and hare been
confirmed by subsequent ones, made with great exactitude by M. Ducrest, upon 100 other
women: but why this paper has been so long in being published no explanation is
given.

Within certain limits this condition of things may co-exist with the Inaintenance of
health ; but it none the less may be talen to express a predisposition to congestions
and hemorrhages. If as a general rule, the hypertropby gradually disappears after par-
turition, it may be otherwise in exceptional instances, especially where the recurrence
of pregnancy bas been frequent, and with short intervals. Is this not a cause of the
varied lesions of the circulatory apparatus so commornly met with in women who have
borne many children, either at too premature an epoeb, at too brief intervals, or during
an unfavourable condition of health? There is every reason, too, to believe that the
bronchitis, whicb is so common during pregnancy, derives much of its ebaracter of per-
sistency from this condition of the heart. A gain, may we not attribute to this the gréater
danger of pneumonia when developed in pregnant women, and the frequeney with which
abortion then occurs ? The various forms af hemorrhage met with in pregnancy, as
epistaxis, bmrnoptysis, metrorrhagia, and apoplexy, arc likewise predisposed to by this
hypertophy, normal though it be. Although pregnancy may, in the majority of cases,
suspend or render slower the progress of pulmonary consumption, the progress of tbis
affection becomes accelerated after delivery, and the still hypertrophied heart increases
the pertuebration of the respiratory apparatus.--drchives Générales, tome xiii.
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TUE

MONTREAL, MARCH, 1860.

CASE OF POISONING BY COAL GAS, IN TORONTO.

A very important and interesting case of the poisoning of a whole family,
consisting of four adult persons, by common coal gas, occurred during the
night of the 12th February, in Toronto. The family comprised Captain G.
lIenderson, Miss MeLean, Miss Mary Kerr, the subject of a subsequent in-
quest, and a servant named Mrs. Aristrong. Miss Kerr was a visitor at the
house, in attendance upon lier friend Miss McLean, who was unwell. With the
exception of Miss McLean who was sick, the others retired on Sunday evening
the 12th, to bed in perfect health. On the morning of the 13th, a grand
daughter wishing to enter the house was unable to do so, and went to Mr. Kerr's
informing him of the fact. H1e instantly repaired to the house, and finding the
doors all locked, and unable to effect an entrance by them, lie finally succeeded
in forcing open the cellar door, after which lie made his way to the upper story
of the house. He found the inmates all in their beds, and insensible, the house
smelling strongly of the coal gas. He immediately threw open the doors and
windows, with the object of effecting as complete a ventilation as possible, and
sent at the saine time for medical assistance, which was immediately rendered
by Drs. Smràll, Thorburn, Wright and Agnew, witlh whom was afterwards as-
sociated Dr. Rolph. In the course of the afternoon of the saine day, the 13th,
all had recovered from the effects of the poison, with the exception of Miss
Kerr, who lingered until the following Friday morning, when death put a pe-
riod to lier sufferings, the phenomena of which were evidently the effects of
cerebral congestion. The report of the inquest says, " Drs. Small, Thorburn,
F. Wright and Agnew, all handed in written statements. As their evidence
did not differ, it is unnecessary to give the whole. The following will suffice."

"Dr. Thorbura first saw Mary Kerr, the deceased, oa Monday afternoon, about six
hours after the discovery of the accident. At that time she was in a state of complete
insensibility, and incapable of being roused by any means whatever. The usual remedies
for patients in ber condition were resorted to. The respiration was loud, hurried, and
irregular; the circulation was quick, short, and intermittent. The body was rigid.
The countenance rather flushed, and considerable heat of head. The pupils largely
dilated, and insensible to light. Frothy mucus escaped from the mouth. The powers
of deglutition were imperfect. On the morning of Tuesday the muscular system lost its
rigidity. The above condition remained until Wednesday noon, when the vital powers
became still lower. The lower'extremities became cold, and sloughing occurred upon



CASE OF POISONING BY COAL GAS IN TORONTO.

the nates. The enumerated symptoms continued until her death, this morning at 94
A.M. Dr. Thorburn was of opinion that Mary Kerr came to her death from the effect of
coal gas which she had inhaled.

When the jurymen had examined the body, it was at a very high temperature for a
corpse, and some doubts were expressed as to whether or not the unfortunate girl was
really dead. In reply to a question put by a juryman, Dr. Thorburn stated that narco-
tic poisons for a certain time after death preserved a temperature nearly as high as
that which would exist during life, in the bodies of those affected by them. This ac-
counted for the heat noticed in the deceased. He had not the slightest doubt that Miss
Kerr was dead. The other medical gentlemen present concurred in this view.

Dr. F. Wright, the first medical gentleman who had attended the deceased, said
When I arrived I found the family suffering from the effects of coal gas poisoning. I at
once administered stimulants. I had the windows opened, stove-pipe holes opened, fire-
boards taken down, and fires put in every fireplace to promote ventilation. Drs. Agnew
and Small soon arrived, and the stimulating treatment was continued. The servant,
Miss McLean, and Mr. Henderson, were by this time resuscitated, and by Dr. Small's
advice, all were removed to Mr. Helliwell's. From the first, I did not auticipate the
recovery of the deceased, in consequence of the great prostration evidcnced. Her coun-
tenance was flushed, her lips livid, breathiug hurried and stertorous; eyes prominent
and pupils fully dilated ; pulse very weak and rapid. I tried to give her stimulants
but could not; the powers of deglutition being very imperfect. I discontinued my efforts.
I left the patients in the care of Drs. Small and Agnew. I returned soon afterwards,
and found Drs. Agnew, Small, Rolph and others present, using every means for her
recovery. My opinion is that the deceased came to her death by the inhalation of coal
gas.

Dr. Small being recalled, stated that he accounted for the deceased having been
affected to a greater extent than the others, from the fact that she had been lowest of
all-on a mattress upon the floor, and had thus inhaled the heaviest and most poisonous
gas. Carbonie oxyde is the active portion or poisonous part of gas and the heavier.
This opinion was also endorsed by the medical vitnesses and the Coroner.

The house, it ippears, was not supplied with gas for the purposes of illumi-
nation, and evidence went to shew that it must have penetrated into the house,
through the sewer, from a pipe or main in the street, from which, by some
cause, it escaped.

Presuming that Dr. Small is correctly reported in what lie said at the inquest,
we cannot help remarking that we differ widely from him in his views, of the
poisonous constituents of the coal gas, and the immediate cause of the poison-
ing in the present instance. Coal gas is admitted on all hands to be exceed-
ingly complex in its composition, which doubtlessly varies with the coal from
which it is manufactured. Besides several hydro-carburets of various elemen-
tary composition, it commonly contains carbonie oxyde, carbonic acid, hydrogen,
nitrogen, sulphurous acid gas, sulphuretted hydrogen gas, and not unfrequently
ammonia, in some one form or other of its compounds. We have ourselves
repeatedly, detected in the gas supplied to this city, sulphuretted hydrogen, sul-
phurous acid gas, and carbonic acid in large proportions, far greater, in fact,
than should be; while the odour, which is so characteristic of it, is due to naph-
tha or some of its compounds. The object of the purifying processes through
which it is put, (usually effccted, and imperfectly by lime,) is to deprive the
coal gas of its carbonic acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphurous acid, and am-
moniacal compounds. But as we have observed, this is generally very imper-
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fectly performed, as the silver in any jeweller's shop will testify, and we there-
fore have as the most common impregnations, sulphuretted hydrogen, carbonie
acid, and sulphurous acid, any of which are as deleterious, if not more so, than
the carburetted hydrogen, or carbonie oxyde gases.

It is not a little singular that all the medical witnesses and the coroner,
should have agreed in the statement, that the " carbonic oxyde gas vas the ac-
tive portion or poisonous part of the gas, and the lcavier." On examination
they will find, unless we are grievously mi-taken, that it is the Ugh test of all
the constituents of the coal gas, the ammoniacal compounds alone, probably ex-
cepted. But the coal gas is a mixed gas, and therefore, the poisonous effects
are due, not to any one gaseous ingredient of its composition, but to the com-
bined effects of all, every one of theim being to a greater or less extent deleterious
when inhaled.

There are numerous examples on record of poisoning by coal gas, not a few
of them fatal. To what extent coal gas may become nixed with atmospheric
air, and that mixed air prove respirable for any length of time, without indue-
ing bad effects, may never be known with precision. There is some reason for
believing that a mixture of 8 or 9 per cent. of coal gas, wil] prove deleterious if
not fatal, if inhaled for a length of time. If mixed with eleven parts of
air, it becomes explosive on the approacli of flame, and these facts tend to shew
that the employaient of coal gas, as a nicans of illumination, requires great
caution on the part of those who use it. We would esteem it a favour if some
of the medical gentlemen who were engaged in the professional attendance on
Miss Kerr, would furnish this Journal, with a detail of the symptoms as they
were developed in the several members of this unfortunate family.

IIOMoeOPATIIY.

It is really pitiable to witness the shifts, whicl sometimes otherwise excellent
men resort to, to secure their object. For that purpose no scheme, however
dishonourable, is deemed so; and even prevarication. the evidence of a distorted
mind, is esteemed right and proper, provided the end be attained, much
upon the principle, false as its own meaning however, that the end sanctions
the means. We have been led into reflections of this kind, by certain
proceedings among the globulists, lately in St. Louis, who sought to obtain a
portion of the City Hospital, in whieh to treat patients, on what they are pleased
to term their own principles, and aiong the arguments employed in their peti-
tion to the City Council, they observed that " Homoepathy was sanctioned by
the crowned heads and nobility of Europe, and that European governments
recognised it, by permitting its teaching and practice in their Hospitals." It
appears, however, that a gentleman addressed a note to the American ininisters
resident at Vienna and Berlin, and to the Minister of Public Instruction in
France, asking a reply to the following questions:

1st. " Is the teaching of Homoepathy authorized or permitted in any of the
Colleges or Institutes of your Government ?"
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2nd. "Il s the practice of Homoepathyperniitted in any of the public Hospitals
of your Government ?"

3rd. " Is the private practice of Homopathy sanctioned in your Government ?"
The following is an abridgcnent of the replies, which are given at length, in

the St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal, and which was taken from the
M1edical and Surgical Reporter.

Count Buol-Minister of Forcign Affairs in Austria, answers: "lst That
in Austria, Homnoeopathy is taught not by publicly appointed professors, but
only by private teachers. 2nd. That this mode of cure is practised, not in
public hospitals, but only in cloister, criminal and private hospitals. 3rd. That
the private practice of IHomoeopathy is permitted to any physician who has a
Diploma."

Ramner, the Prussian Minister, replies, " I have the honour to inform your
Excellency, that Homoopathy in Prussia, is not admitted into the Universi-
ties nor Hospitals, nor other public Institutions. iPhysicians are allowed, if
they please, to exercise Homeopathy in private practice."

Rouland-Minister of Publie Instruction in France, writes, " the exercise
of Homoopathy is not legally authorized in France. My administration lias
not authorized nie to exercise any measure having reference to the teaching of
Homoopathy."

After this, what are we to think of the parties who, in endeavouring to secure
their object, have no scruples, whatever, in sacriflcing truth on the altar of their
avarice or ambition. And what are we to think of the system which numbers
among its votaries such men.

QUACK MEDICINES.

Our attention has been called to a circular, whereby we glean that an

"Emneute " is on the tapis amongst the Medical Staff of one of the Hospitals in

the city of Ottawa, arising out of a difference of opinion as to the propriety of

its " Medical Attendants" engaging in the advertizing and sale of quack Medi-

cies; we hope that some of our confrères in that locality will put us in posses-

sion of the facts of the case. The question sceins to be of more than local

importance, as it affécts the interests and dignity of the profession at large. In

the absence of more definite information, for the present we forbear from further

comment.

LICENTIATES OF THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF
LOWER CANADA.

It is sometimes a inatter of consequence to. know who are, and who are not
Licentiates of the Province, and therefore qualified to practice in either section

of it. With this object in view w-e publish the following list of the names of

those gentlemen who have become Licentiates of the College of Physicians and

Surgeons of Lower Canada, since the act incorporating it became law. We pro-

pose to publish in some early future number the names of those gentlemen who
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have been licensed to practice by the Medical Board of Upper Canada during
the saine period, and we will, from time to time afterwards, as their names are
gazetted, continue the lists.

LICENTIATES OF THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF
LOWER CANADA, SINCE MAY 1852.

Alfred Decoagne,............
Richard Weir, M.D.,...........
Adolphe Bruneau,............
Henry Joseph Girouard,........
John Reddy, M.D.,.............
John Teasdale, M.D.,.........
Amable Simard, M.D...........
B. G. G. Demorest, M.D.,.......
Erie B. Sparham, M.D.,.........
Edward H. Bucke, 3.D.,........
Allen Ruttan, M,D.,...........
Robert Thompson, MD..
George Henry Boulter, M.D..
Joseph Garvey, M.D.,..........
Angus C. McDonnell, M. D.,....
Joseph Alfred Desjardins,......
C. M. D. Cameron,............
H. Thomas Ridley, M.D.,.......
Victor Perrault, M.D.,..........
Joseph Moore, M.D.,...........
John Easton, M.D.,............
Newton W. Powell, M.D.,......
James McFarlane, M.D.,........
Charles F. F. Trestler,.........
William Boswell, M.D.,.........
George C. Aylwin,............
John MeMahon,...............
Benjamin Workman, M.D.,......
Thomas Blatherwick, M.D..
Louis B. Durocher, ...........
John Alexander Grant, M.D.,...
Colin McDonald, M.D.,.........
Arthur Delisle, M.D.,..........
Anselme H. Paquet,.........
J. 0. Laurandeau..............
Charles J. F. Robinson,........
John Cameron MeFurland, M.D.,
John Jones Ross,..............
Stephen Duckett, M.D.,.........
Michel H. E. Gaudette,.........
Romauld Tassé,......-.......
Wilham Macbean,.............
Joseph C. Poitvin,............. O
Joseph E. Ferté,...............
Alexis Charbonneau,...........
Patrick E. McKeon,............
Victor Peltier,................
Adolphe Fournier,.............
Alfred Bissonnet,............
Augustus M. Corbett, M.D..
Joseph P. Phelan, M.D.......
David M. Rintoul, M.D.,-......
Peter Rolph Shaver, M.D.,.....•
James Barnston, M.D.,.........
Thomas Simpson, M.D.,........
William H. Corbett, M.D.,......
Robert Craik, M.D.,.........
Hermon Cook, M.D.,..........

May 1852 Michel S. Boulet,............
" 1852 Ormond Skinner,..............
« 1852 Thomas Blake,................
" 1852 Stephen A. Scott, M.D.,........
" 1852 Alfred Sharpe, M.D.,...........
" 1852 Charles Buckly,...............
" 1852 Jean B. 0. Lanctot..........
" 1852 James Franchere,............
" 1852 A. Pierre Pepin,...............
" 1852 Nelson Loverin, M.D.,..........
" 1852 Eliphalet G. Edwards, M.D.....
" 1852 John L. Stevenson, M.D. .......
" 1852 Coller M. Church, M.D.......
" 1852 George Pringle, M.D.,,.........
" 1852 John B. Gibson, M.D.,.........
" 1852 James M. Paterson, M.D.,.......
" 1852 Charles Ault, M.D.,............
" 1852 James F. Ault, M.D.,..........

1852 Eizear Gauvreau, M.D.,.........
1852 Antoine L. Desauluiers,........

" 1852 jOvide Peltier,..............
" 1852 Benjamin S. Wilson, ...........
" 1852 Charles Belhumeur,............
" 1852 Pierre St. Jean,...............
" 1852 Stanislaus Goyette,............

Oct. 1852 Napoleon Robillard,...........
" 1852 Hubert Larue................

May 1853 Hyacinthe N. Cassavant .......
1853 GédéonLaroque,............,.

" 1853 François X. Coté,.............
" 1853 William J. Jones, M. D.,.......
" 1853 Joseph Alex. Hlamel, M.D..
" 1853 Edward Laberge, M,D., .......
" 1853 Joseph J. B. Dupuis. M.D.,.....
" 1853 Alexander H. Kollmyer, M.D.,...
" 1853 Alexander Kirkpatrick, M.D....
" 1853 James McG. Stevenson, M.D.,...
" 1853 James C. Lee, M.D.,.........
" 1853 Alexander B. Stein
" 1853 Timothy Sauriol,............

1853 Charles L. Augé,..............
" 1853 Misail Palardy,.............
ct. 1853 Joseph H. L. St. Germain,....
" 1853 Casimir Dufresne,.............
" 1853 John J. L. De Martigny,........
" 1853 Simon J. A. Leblanc,..........
" 1853 Gédéon B. Lafleur,..........
" 1853 Louis D. Cyr,.................
" 1853 James E. Stansfield,..........
[ay 1854 Augustus L. Weilbrenner
" 1854 Ambroise Tremblay .........
" 1854 Walter Thorp, ...... O
" 1854 Alexander D. Stevens M. D

1854 Napoléon Lavoie,...........
" 1854 Isaac Demers..............£
" 1854 Samuel Rinfr9t.
" 1854 Ludger Forest .............
" 1854 Ubalde Têtu, ............ ...
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Luke A. Quintal,..............
Amédé Marien,.............
Moses Mayball,................
Charles Mortimir, R. N.,........
Alexis G. A. Ricard,...........
Henry Shoebottom, M. D.,......
Robert Howden, M. D.,.........
David T. Robertson, M. D.,.....
Gordon J. Emery, M. D.,....
Patrick O'Leary,..............
William Wilson, M. D., ........
John Aylen, M. D.,............
Levi R. Church, M. D.,.........
Etienne R. E. Riel, M. D.,.
Richard Whiteford, M. D.,......
Robert N. Shaver,.............
Alexis 0. E. Picault, M. D.,.....
Andrew A. Boylan, M. D.,......
Alexis Poisson,................
Louis J. Bacon.............
James S. Crookshanks, M. D.,...
Hugues Philiatrault, .........
Charles Morin,...............
Robert Anderson, .............
Henry De la Martellere, M. D.,..
D. D. Archambault,............
Antoine A. Marsau,............
Pierre H. Bernies,.............
Gustave De Lorimier...........
Antoine G. Andrieszewig, M. D.,
George Pattee, M. D.,..........
Alexander P. Reid, M. D.,......
William Harkin, M. D.,.........
James McGarry, M. D..........
William H. Taylor, M. D.,......
Charles W. E. Glen, M. D.,..

" 1856 Louis Th. Robitaille, M. D.,..... " 1858
" 1856! Pierre Beaudouin,.............<" 1858
" 1856 Francis Reynolds,............." 1858

gay 1857 Joseph Renaud,..............." 1858
" 1857 David Marsil,................." 1858
" 1857ý Onézime Peltier,............... 1858
" 1857 George Fleury,................ " 1858

1857i Adolphe Dagenais,............" 1858
" 18571 Edward Chevrefils,............" 1858
" 1857 Léonor A. Fortier,............." 1858
" 1857 Wm. H. Foster,.. ............ " 1858
" 1857 Eustache Lemire,.............. " 1858
" 1857 Norbert Drainvillei............ Oct. 1858
" 1857 Félix D. Fontaine,............ " 1858
" 1857 Eugène Nolin,................" 1858
" 1857 Joseph Arthur Tétu..........." 1858
" 1857, Magloire Turcot,.............. " 1858
" 1857 Alfred Sirois,................. " 1858
" 1857 Charles L. P. Giroux, M. D.,. May 1859
" 1857 William A. Duckett, M. D.,.... " 1859

Oct. 1857 Edmond G. Provost, M. D....." 1859
" 1857ý William H. King, M. D........" 1859
" 1857 Linus 0. Thayer, M. D.,........" 1859
" 1857 François X. Barolette,.........." 1859
" 1857 Dieudonné Généreux,.........." 1859
" 1857j E variste O. C. Mongeon,........" 1859
" 1857; Isaac Forest,.................." 1859
" 1857 Dunois Godette,..............." 1859
" 1857 D. Pierre A. Bérard,............" I859

May 1858 Antoine A. Duhamel,..........." 1859
" 1858 Charles Faribault,.............<' 1859

1858 Alexis P. Paré,..............." 1859
" 1858 Léon Foisy .................. " 1859

1858 Roch Mignault.............. .. 1859
" 1858 Joseph Théberge, ............. Oct. 1859

1858 Edward T. Roberts, M. D., " 1859

ANSWER TO DR. HINGSTON'S COMMUNICATION ON MEDICAL EVIDENCE.

We have been requested to state that in consequence of Dr. Nelson's unavoid-
able absence fron town, in attendance on his duties, as an Inspector of Hospitals,
Jails, and Asylums, the answer to Dr. lingston's paper must be postponed to
the next monthly issue of this Journal.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Received from Blanchard & Lea, Philadelphia, through B. S. Dawson and Son, the
following publications:-
THERAPEUTIcs AND MATERIA MEDICA.-A systematic treatise on the action and uses of

Medicinal Agents including their description and History, by Alfred Stille, M.D.,
late Professor of the Theory and Practice of Medicine in the Medical department
of Pennsylva'i:a College, &c., &c. ; 2 vol.: Royal 8 vo. pp. 819 and 975. Philadel-
phia : Blanchard & Lea, 1860. Price $8 75.

A PRAcTIcAL TREATISE on DisLOcATIONS AND FRACTURES, by Frank Hastings Hamilton,
M.D., Professor of Surgery in the University of Buffalo, &c., &c. Illustrated with
two hundred and eighty nine wood cuts, Royal 8vo., pp. 757. Philadelphia:
Blanchard & Lea, 1860. Price $4 75.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO OPERATIVE SURGERY AND SURnIcAL PAÂT1OOGY, by G. M. Carnochan
Professor of Surgery in the New York Medical College, &c., &c., with illustrations
drawn from Nature. Philadelphia, Lindsay & Blakiston, 1860. 4to. part 3.
Price 85 cents.

RANKING'S ABsTRACT OF THE MEDIVAL SCIENCEs. Price $2 per annum.
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By Archibald Hall, M.D
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